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Death guard hellbrute datasheet

HomeWarhammer 40kHelbrute Datasheet Includes 3 New Formations of Helbrute Data only placed today for pre-orders, and it includes 3 formations according to previews. Of course this will be a digital clearance alone, and will be available starting March 22. You can preview by following the link, and below is what we
know three formations. I had a feeling from reading it, that this would get some Helbrutes back to the tablet quickly. Only both are you can distinguish a little bit of information that already opens up some possibilities for Marine Chaos. Of course we have to wait a week to see exactly how this works. My expectations are
high on this one. Dataslate: Helbrutes (ebook edition) $4.99 Dataslate: Helbrutes (Interactive Edition) $5.99 Mayhem Pack is another formation mentioned, and it seems that a group of Helbrutes who can strike deep on the battlefield using some teleport technology. This can be very valuable, since you can easily fall in
some multi-cascist cascist into a variety of enemy shields that are very close, or disruptive backfields. Helfast Murderpack: No information other than the name revealed. Death Guard – Helbrute 7 NAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv Helbrute 8 3+ 3+ 6 7 8 4 8 3+ A Helbrute is a single model equipped with multiple tlaughters
and Helbrute fists. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES24Rapid Fire 2401-8Senjata D65-11This weight automatically hit the target.36Berat D38-32For each hit the 1 roll, the carrier suffered a surgeon's wound after all these gun shots were completed. When attacking with this weapon, select one of the profiles below.
- Fragile missile48Berat D6401- - Krak48Berat missile 18-2D6-24Berat 18-4D6If target is within half of these weapons, roll two dikes when inflicting damage with it and throwing the lowest results.36Berat 47-11-36Berat 65-11-48Berat 29-3D6-MeleeMeleex2-33-MeleeMeleex2-4D6When attack with this weapon, you must
refuse 1 from the roll. MeleeMelee+2-22Each carrier fight time, it can make 3 additional attacks with these weapons. CHOICE WARGEAR • This model can replace various cascades with either a second Helbrute fist, twin heavy bolter, twin lascannon, Helbrute plasma cannon, or autocannon reaper. • This model can
replace a Helbrute fist with a missile launcher. • This model can replace the Helbrute fist with a Helbrute hammer or a torment of power. • This model can incorporate a combi-bolter or heavy flamer into every Helbrute fist. CHAOTIC KEYWORD TRIBAL ABILITIES, NURGLE, CYNICAL ASTARTES, LETHAL GUARD
KEYWORD VEHICLE, HELBRUTE Excluded Quick wargear fire is a versatile weapon capable of targeting single shots at long distances or a controlled burst of fire in close quarters. Models shooting Fast Firearms doubles number it makes if the target is within the maximum half range of weapons. The heavy lits used in
the following datasheets:• Hellforged Weapons Predator Heavy is the largest and deadliest weapon on the battlefield, but requires reload, careful preparation or dare to extinguish the fire on full effect. If a model with heavy weapons moves in the previous Movement phase, you must reject 1 of any hit rolls made when
shooting the weapon is in turn this turn. Whenever a model makes an attack, roll the chest. If the roll is equal or larger than the Ballistic Skills feature of the attacking model, then it scores a hit with the weapon used. Otherwise, the attack fails and the sequence of attacks is over. Roll 1 always fails, regardless of any
modification that may apply. Some attacks provoke mortal wounds - this is so powerful that no shields or forcefields can withstand their anger. Each death wound violates a point of damage to the target unit. Don't make wound rolls or austerity throws (including inevitable savings) against mortal wounds – just allocate
them because you will suffer wound damage and violate models in the target unit as described above. Unlike ordinary attacks, excessive damage from attacks incurring death wounds is not lost. Instead continuously allocate damage to other models in the target unit until either all damage has been allocated or the target
unit is destroyed. Missile launcher used in the following datasheet:Multi-melta used in the following data sheets:• Hellforged Contemptor DreadnoughtReaper autocannon used in the following datasheet:• Helbrutesingle/spouse Each time the model makes a close combat attack, it uses a melee weapon - the model
weapon is equipped with described by describing on the model described In addition to their other weapons, all models are thought to be equipped with a close combat weapon, which has the following profile:If the model has more than one melee weapon, select that will be used before rolling the chest. If the model has
more than one melee weapon and can make several close combat attacks, it can divide the attack between these weapons however you want - declaring how you will divide the attack before any leaves are launched. If the unit makes a charge move, charged or performs a Hero Intervene, add 1 to the model Attack
feature in the unit until the end of the turn. Instead of following the usual rules for Rapid Firearms, the model in this unit fired a Rapid Fire bolt weapon making double the number of attacks if any of the following applies:Target Shooting is within half the maximum range of the weapon. The shooting model is infantry and
each model in its unit remains in the phase of your previous Movement. The shooting model is TERMINATOR or HELBRUTE. For the purposes of this ability, rapid fire bolt weapon is nothing bolt weapon with rapid fire type. The player who commands the target unit then makes a savings save by rolling the dace and
modifying the roll by the Shield Penetrating feature of the weapon that causes damage. For example, if the weapon has a Shield Penetration -1, then 1 is withdrawn from the roll of austerity throws. If the result is equal to, or greater than, the Save wound model is allocated to, then the damage is prevented and the
sequence of attacks ends. If the result is less than the Save model feature, then the savings throw fails and the model suffers damage. Roll 1 always fails, regardless of any modification that may apply. • Dark Heretic Discipline • Warlord Gellerpox Properties • Stratagems Gellerpox • Plague Companies• Stratagems
(Spider Wars) Marine Chaotic Space – Datasheets [ Legions: &lt;LEGION&gt;ALPH CHILDREN CHILDREN LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILE BRAZEN BEASTS CRIMSON SLAUGHTER PERFECT HOST
PUR RED CORSAIRS SCOURGED, Mark of Chaos: &amp; MARK OF= chaos=&gt;KHORNENGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH ] 11 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv 220Abaddon De over 1 6 2+ 2+ 5 5 8 6 10 2+ Abaddon deposiler is a single model armed with Drach'nyen and Talon of Horus. Only one of these models can
be incorporated into your military. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Talon of Horus (shooting)Talon of Horus (shooting)24Rapid Fire 24-1D3-Drach'nyenDrach'nyenMeleeMelee+1-33Roll A D6 each time a carrier fights. At 1 they suffered 1 mortal wound and could not use these weapons further during this phase.
At 2+ they can make many additional attacks with these weapons. Roll the D6 every time the carrier fights. At 1 they suffered 1 mortal wound and could not use these weapons further during this phase. At 2+ they can make many additional attacks with these weapons. Talon of Horus (melee)Talon of Horus
(melee)MeleeMeleex2-4D3- First Among Traitors: Death to false Emperor's ability triggers additional attacks on 5+ rolls instead of 6+ for models in friendly BLACK LEGION units while they're in your 6 Warlords. CHAOS, KHORNE, NURGLE, SLAANESH, TZEENTCH, ASTARTES CYNICAL, BLACK LEGION
CHARACTER, INFANTRY, CHAOS LORD, TERMINATOR, ABADDON THE DESPOILER 6 NoNAME M WS BS BS S W W A Ld Sv 80Chaos Lord 1 6 2+ 2+ 4 4 5 4 9 3 + A Chaos Lord is a single model armed with chains, bolt pistols, fragnades and creaks OF WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt pistolBolt
pistol12Pistol 1401-Astartes chainswordAstartes chainswordMeleeUser-11Each bearer fight time , it makes 1 additional attack with this weapon. Whenever the carrier fights, it makes an additional 1 attack with this weapon. Grenade Frag grenadeFrag grenade 6301BlastBlastKrak grenade PykrakGrenade 16-1D3- • This
model can replace its bolt pistol with one item from the Pistol list, Combi-weapons Melee's gun. • This model&lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; replace chainsword with one item from The Pistol or Melee list. • This model may take a jump spec (Power Rating +1). Otherwise, his Move feature is upgraded to
12 and he gets a KEYWORD JUMP PACK and FLY. &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;SINITIK, CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATS THE
KILLING OF MANY INFANTRY, MELEE LORD 6 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv 95Chaos Lord in Terminator Armour 195Chaos God in Shield Terminator 5 2+ 2+ 4 4 6 4 9 2 + A Melee God in Terminator Shield is a single model armed with a sword of power and combier WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES
24Rapid Fire 2401-MeleeMelee+1-31- • This model can replace combi-bolter with one item from the Combi-Weapons list or Terminator Melee. • This model can replace its powerful sword with an item from the Melee Terminator Weapons list. &lt;MARK OF= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH,
ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;CYMIC, CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATS THE MURDERS OF MANY INFANTRY, TERMINATOR, HURU-HARA LORD 5 NoNAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv 85Cypher 1 7 2+ 2+ 4 4 5 4
9 3+ Cypher is a single model armed with its unique pistol - bolt gun and plasma gun - hand bomb and krak hand bomb. Only one of these models can be incorporated into your army. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Cypher's bolt pistolCypher pistol16Pistol 34-11-Cypher's plasma pistolCypher pistol12Pistol 28Hand bomb 32-Frag hand bombFragBom hand D6301BlastBlastKrak hand bomb 32-Frag hand bomb 16-1D3- HURU-HARA, IMPERIUM, FALLEN CHARACTER, INFANTRY, CYPHER 8 NoNAME M WS BS S T A Ld Sv 150Daemon Prince 1 8 2+ 2+ 7 6 8 4 10 3+ A Daemon Prince is a single model armed with a hellish
sword and a set of malefic talons. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 24Th attack 24-12-MeleeMelee+1-33When attack with this weapon, you must reject 1 of the hit reels. When attacking with this weapon, you must reject 1 of the roll hits. MeleeMeleeUser-23-Malefic talonsMalefic talonsMeleeMeleeUser-22Each
time model with male talon fractuation, it can make 1 additional attack with this weapon. Models armed with two sets of malefic talons can make 3 additional attacks with them instead. Each time a model with a male talon, it can make an additional attack with this weapon. Models armed with two sets of malefic talons can
make 3 additional attacks with them instead. • This model may replace the sword of hell with a daemonic axe or a second set of malefic talons. • This model can take bolter war. • This model may have wings (Power Rating +2). If it applies, &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; increased to 12 and
it got the FLY keyword. 35 Prince Daemon TZEENTCH, NURGLE or SLAANESH got PSYKER keywords. It can attempt to show a psychic power in every phase of friendly Psychic, and attempt to deny a psychic force in every phase of enemy Psychics. It knows the psychic power of Smite and a psychic force from the
Dark Hereticus discipline. CHAOS, ASTARTES &LT;LEGIONS&gt;CYNICAL, CHILDREN OF ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTPURED
CORSAIRSSCED MONSTER, DAEMON, DAEMON PRINCE 4 NoNAME M WS BS S T W W A Ld Sv 80Dark Apostle 1 6 2+ 3+ 4 4 4 3 9 3+ A Dark Apostle is the sole model armed with a crozius accused, a bolt pistol , nude pistols, grenades and grenades OF GUNRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt pistolBolt
pistol12Pistol 1401-Accursed croziusAccursed croziusMeleeMelee+1-12-Frag grenadeNadeFragBom D6301BlastLastRastRak grenade 6Bom grenades 16-1D3- This model can chant prayers. It knows the Dark Zealotry prayer (below) and a prayer from Prayer to The Dark God. At the beginning of each battle round, you

can choose one of these model prayers know and wind up D6. At 3+, prayers are heard. The prayer came into force until the end of that fighting round. The same prayer cannot be addressed more than once every round of fighting by any model in your military, whether it is heard or not. Dark Zealotry: If this prayer is
heard, you can re-roll the rolls in the Fight phase for attacks made &amp; lt;LEGION&gt;by friendly units while they are in these 6 priests. &LT;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS, KHORNENURGLETCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &LT;LEGION&gt;HEREISTIC, CHILDREN OF ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S
CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EAT INFANTRY IMAM, DARK APOSTLE 5 NoNAME M WS BS BS S W A Ld Sv 75Exalted Champion 1 6 2+ 3+ 4 4 4 8 3+ Exalted Champions are single models armed with chains, bolt pistols, nude WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES1401Astartes chainswordAstartes chainswordMeleeUser-11Each carrier fight time , it makes 1 additional attack with this weapon. Whenever the carrier fights, it makes an additional 1 attack with this weapon. Grenade Frag grenadesFrag grenade 6Bom grenades D6301BlastBlastKrak grenadesKrak 16-1D3- • This model can
replace its bolt pistol with one item from Melee's Pistol, Combi-weapons or Weapons list. • This model may replace its chain with one item from the Pistol or Melee Weapons list. &LT;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, CHILDREN OF ALPHA
LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDREN'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS DARIPADA BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON PENYEMBELIHAN&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt;
CORSAIRSSCOURGED CHARACTER, INFANTRY, EXALTED CHAMPION 5 NoNAME M WS BS BS S W W A Ld Sv 95Haarken Worldclaimer 1 12+ 2+ 4 4 5 5 5 3+ Haarken Worldclaimer is the sole model armed with Helspear and Flash Only one of these models can be entered
WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES HelspearHelspear12Serangan 1+1-3D3-Lightning clawMeleeMeleeUser-21Each time-fight carrier, it makes 1 additional attack with this weapon. Whenever an attack is made with this weapon, you can re-roll the wound roll. Whenever the carrier fights, it makes an additional 1
attack with this weapon. Whenever an attack is made with this weapon, you can re-roll the wound roll. Lord of Terrorism: Opposing players must roll the extra dice when taking morale tests for units in your 6 Warlords, and using the highest results. CHAOS, CYNICAL ASTARTES, BLACK LEGION CHARACTER,
INFANTRY, RAPTOR, JUMP PACK, FLYING, HAARKEN WORLDCLAIMER 6 NoNAME M WS BS S T A Ld Sv 110Huron Blackheart 1 6 2+ 2+ 4 4 5 5 9 3+ Hamadrya -Hamadrya 6 6+ - 2 4 1 9 3+ Huron Blackheart and his hamadrya are a unit of Huron armed with Claw Tyrant, power axe, brittle grenades and crayfish
grenades. Only one of these units can be included in your military. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Tyrant Nails (shooting)Tyrant Nails (shooting)9Assault D65-11This weapons automatically hits its target. These weapons automatically hit their targets. Tyrant's Claw (melee)Tyrant's Claw (melee)MeleeMeleex23D3When strikes with this weapon, you must push 1 from the hit roll. When attacking with this weapon, you must push 1 from the hit roll. Power axePower axeMeleeMelee+2-21-Frag grenadeFrag grenade 6Grenade D6301BlastBlastKrak grenade 16-1D3- Huron Blackheart hands may attempt to show a psychic force in
every Psychic friendly and try to deny one psychic force in every phase of enemy Psychics. He knows the psychic power of Smite and a psychic force from dark Hereticus discipline. Vendetta forever: You can roll back a failed wound roll for an attack made by your Warlord in the Fight phase against the target with
ASTARTES keyword ADEPTUS. God's Reaver: Your army can have an additional omission, selected from Chaotic Artifacts, which must be given to RED CORSAIRS CHARACTERs from your army who don't yet have a omission. This omission must be different from any relics that have been included in your military. In
addition, every time your Warlord delivers an enemy character, add 1 on your Warlord Attack feature until the end of the battle. Nihilus Imperium: Vigilus Ablaze FAQ FAQ: If Huron Blackheart is your Warlord and he has raiders from maelstrom Renegade Trait from Nihilus Imperium: Vigilus Ablaze, he must Reaver Lord
Warlord Trait, otherwise he must have Eternal Vendetta Warlord Trait. CHAOS, CYNICAL ASTARTES, RED CORSAIRS CHARACTERS, INFANTRY, INFANTRY, LORD, PSYKER, HURON BLACKHEART 6 NoNAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv 115Khârn betrayer 1 6 2+ 2+ 5 4 6 9 3+ Khârn betrayal is a single model
armed with Gorechild, unique plasma pistol, fragnades and crannacts Only one of these models can be inserted WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Khârn's plasma pistolkhârn's pistol12Pistol 18-32On roll hit 1 untested, the carrier suffered 1 death wound after shooting with this weapon. At an untested hit 1 roll, the
carrier suffered 1 mortal wound after shooting with this weapon. GorechildGorechildMeleeMelee+1-4D3This guns always hits on a roll of 2+, regardless of any modification. These weapons are constantly hitting at 2+ rolls, regardless of any modification. Grenade Frag grenadesFragBom D6301BlastBlastKrak grenade 161D3- Slaughterborn: Add 1 to the Characteristics of Your Attack and Warlord Strength every time he bids the enemy character, MONSTER or TITANIC model. CHAOS, KHORNE, ASTARTES CYNICAL, WORLD-EDITING CHARACTER, INFANTRY, GOD'S CHAOS, KHÂRN TRAITORS 10 NONAME M WS BS S W! A
Ld Sv SupplementAttacks 180Lord Discordant on Helstalker 1180Lord Discordant on Helstalker 12+ 2+ 2+ 4 6 7-12+ 4 9 2 + 5 9 2+ 2+ 4 6 4-6 4 9 2+ 4 6 2+ 2+ 4 6 1-3 4 9 2+ 3 A Lord Discordant on Helstalker is a single model armed with autocannon, bolt gun, chainglaive impaler, mechatendrils, fragile grenades and
crack grenades. His helstalker was armed with a limb and knife tail and techno virus injector. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Lord Discordant48Berat 27-12-18Assault D66-22This weapons automatically hit its target. These weapons automatically hit their targets. Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-Impaler
chainglaiveImpaler chainglaiveMeleeMelee+2-22Ji carrier makes a charge move or does this turn Hero Intervene, Attacks with these weapons are made with a Strength x2 feature instead of +2.If the carrier makes a charge move or performs this turn of Heroes Intervention, an attack with this weapon is made with a
Strength x2 feature instead of +2.MechatendrilsMechatendrilsMeleeUserer01Each time, it can make 2 additional attacks with these weapons. Whenever a carrier fights, it can make 2 additional attacks with these weapons. Grenade Frag grenadeFrag grenade D6301BlastBlastRastRak grenade 16-1D3-Helstalker6Pistol
18-4 Coated limbs and tail limbsBladed and tailMeleeMelee+3-2D3After Lord Discordant makes his close combat attack, you can attack with his Helstalker. Make some additional attacks as shown in the damage chart, using this gun profile. After Lord Discordant makes a close battle attack, you can attack with his
Helstalker. Do some additional as shown in the damage chart, using the profile of this weapon. Techno-virus injecterTechno-virus techno-virusTechno-virus Lord Discordant makes a close battle attack, you can attack with his Helstalker. Create a single attack using the profile of this weapon in addition to the limbs and
tails of the blown helstalker. Each time a roll of wounds for an attack made with this weapon succeeds when targeting a VEHICLE unit, the unit suffers a D3 death wound in addition to any ordinary damage. After Lord Discordant makes a close battle attack, you can strike with his Helstalker. Create a single attack using
the profile of this weapon in addition to the limbs and tails of the blown helstalker. Each time a roll of wounds for an attack made with this weapon succeeds when targeting a VEHICLE unit, the unit suffers a D3 death wound in addition to any ordinary damage. • Lord Discordant may replace his autocannon with
baleflamer. • Helstalker may replace techno-virus injecters with magma cutters. &lt;MARK OF= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, HERE ASTARTES, &lt;LEGION&gt;CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EAT BACTERIA BILEBRAZEN
BEASTSCRIMSON RUST SLAUGHTER CORSAIRSCOURGED CHARACTER, VEHICLE, DAEMON, DAEMON, DAEMON, DAEMON WARPSMITH, HELSTALKER, LORD DISCORDANT 5 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv 90Lucius Eternal 1 6 2+ 2+ 4 4 5 5 9 3+ Lucius Eternal is a single model armed with Lash of
Torment , master-created power swords, doom sirens, fragile hand bombs and krak hand bombs. Only one of these models can be incorporated into your army. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Doom sirenDoom siren8Assault D65-21This weapon automatically intercepts its target. The unit receives no protection
benefits to their reserves for attacks made with these weapons. This weapon automatically hit the target. The unit receives no protection benefits to their reserves for attacks made with these weapons. A TormentLash of Torment6Assault 2User-12This weapon can be fired in 1 enemy unit, and can target enemy units in 1
friendly unit. This weapon can be fired in 1 enemy unit, and can target enemy units in 1 friendly unit. Master-Gamster's master-made power swordMeleeMelee+1-32-Frag hand bombFrag hand bomb6Grenade D6301BlastBlastK hand bomb 6Th Hand bomb 16-1D3- Stimulated by Pain: Add 1 to your Warlord Attack
feature for each wound he sustains (maximum +3). If your Warlord heals any injuries, he loses the associated bonus attack. MELEE, SLAANESH, CYNICAL ASTARTES, MAHARAJA CHILDHOOD CHARACTER, INFANTRY, HURU-HARA LORD, LUCIUS ETERNAL 4 NoNAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv 65Master of
Executions 1 6 2+ 3+ 4 4 4 5 9 3+ Bachelor of Execution is a single model armed with axe dismemberment, bolt gun, bogel boagnades and krak hand bombs. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-axe dismembermentAxe than&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; the time
you made a 6+ wound roll for this weapon, the target unit suffered 1 death wound in addition to any other damage. Each time you make a 6+ wound roll for this weapon, the target unit suffers 1 death wound in addition to other damage. Frag hand bomb Hand bomb6th hand bomb D6301BlastBlastKrak hand bomb 6th
Hand bomb 16-1D3- HURU-HARA, &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN
BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTPURGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED BACHELOR IMPLEMENTATION 5 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv 95Master of Possession 1 6 3+ 3+ 4 4 4 3 9 3+ Bachelor of Ownership is a single model armed with stave power , bolt gun, bogel bogel, fragile hand bomb
and krak hand bomb. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPBILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-Force staveMeleeMelee+3-1D3-Frag hand bombFrag hand bomb6Grenade D6301BlastBlastRak hand bombKrak hand bomb6Th hand bomb 16-1D3- This model may attempt to demonstrate two psikik forces in each friendly
psikik phase, and attempt to deny a psychedeical power in each phase of the enemy's Psikik. He knew the power of the Smite psikik and the two psikik powers of the Malefic discipline. &lt;MARK OF= chaos=&gt;MELEE, NURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, CHILDREN BREEDING
ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD WHERE BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTPURGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED, INFANTRY, PSYKER, BACHELOR OF OWNERSHIP 5 NoNAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv 90Sorcer 1 6 3+ 3+ 4 4 4 3 9
3+ A Sorcer is a single model armed with a sword of power , bolt pistol, bogel WEAPONRANGETYPESAPBILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-Force axeForce axeMeleeMelee+2-2D3-Force staveMeleeMelee+3-1D3-Force swordForce swordMeleeMelee +1-3D3-Frag hand bombFrag hand bomb6Th hand bomb
D6301BlastBlastKrak hand bombKrakBom hand bomb 16-1D3- • This model may replace its bolt gun with one item from the Pistol list, Combi-guns or Melee guns. • This model may replace the power sword with a power stave or power axe. • This model may take a jump spec (Power Rating +1). Otherwise, his Move
feature is upgraded to 12 and he gets a KEYWORD JUMP PACK and FLY. Death to the False Emperor, Bolter Discipline, Hate Attack This model can attempt to demonstrate two psikik powers in each friendly phase of Psikik, and attempt to deny a psikik power in each phase of the enemy's Psikik. He knew the power of
the Smite psikik and the two psikik powers of the Dark Hereticus discipline. &lt;MARK OF= CHAOS=&gt;MELEE, NURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD
EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTPURGERED&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; DISPOSITION, INFANTRY, PSYKER, SORCER 6 NoNAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv 105Sorcer in Terminator Armour
1105Sorcer in Terminator Armour 5 3+ 3+ 4 4 5 3 9 2 + A Sorcer in Terminator Armour is a model armed with weaponrangetypeSAPDABILITIES 2 4Rapid Fire 2401-Force axeForce axeMeleeMelee+2-2D3-Force staveMeleeMelee+3-1D3-Force swordMeleeMelee+1-3D3- • This model can replace a combi-bolter with a
single item from the List of Combi Weapons or Terminator Melee Weapons. • This model may replace its power with a power pack or a power sword. This model may attempt to demonstrate two psychedeical forces in each friendly phase of Psikik, and attempt to deny a psychedeical power in each phase of the enemy's
Psikik. He knew the power of the Smite psikik and the two psikik powers of the Dark Hereticus discipline. MELEE, &lt;MARK OF= chaos=&gt;NURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, HERE ASTARTES, &lt;LEGION&gt;CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT
LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS THAN BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON CASTSAIRSCOURGED CHARACTER SLAUGHTER, INFANTRY, PENAMAT, PSYKER, SORCER 4 NoNAME M WS BS BS W A Ld Sv 50Warpsmith 1 6 3+ 2+ 4 4 4 3 9 2+ A Warpsmith is a single model armed with a
power axe , mechatendrils, meltagun, flamer, bolt pistol, fragnades and krakna WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-12Assault D6401Each time of attack made with this weapon, the attack was automatically struck the target. Each time an attack is made with this weapon, it
automatically strikes the target.12 Attack 18-4D6Each the time of the attack made with this weapon targeting the unit in half, The attack has the characteristics of D6+2 Damage.Whenever an attack made with this weapon is based on a unit in half, the attack has the characteristics of
D6+2.MechatendrilsMechatendrilsMeleeMeleeUser01Each the time of the carrier's pawning, it can create 2 additional attacks with this weapon. Each time the carrier strikes, it can make two additional attacks with this weapon. MeleeMelee+2-21-Frag hand bombFrag hand bomb6Grenade D6301BlastBlastKrak hand
bombRak hand bombKrak Hand bomb 16-1D3- • This model may replace its bolt gun with one item from the List of Pistols or Combi weapons. Death to the False Emperor, Courageous Discipline, Melee Attack &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;Hatred, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, Cynical ASTARTES,
&lt;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER CHARACTER CORSAIRSSCOURGED HOSTPURGERED, INFANTRY, WARPSMITH 5 NONAME M WS
BS Sv 90Fabius Bile 1 6 2+ 3+ 4 4 5 4 9 3+ 5Surgeon Acolyte 0-1 6 5+ 5+ 3 4 1 1 6 6 + Fabius Bile is a single model equipped with : Xyclos Needler; Rod of Torment; fragile hand bombs; krak hand bomb. He &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; by up to 1 Acolyte Surgeon. Acolyte Surgeons
are equipped with: Acolyte Surgeon Tools. You can only include one of these units in your army. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Xyclos NeedlerXyclos Needler18Pistol 32-22Attacks made with the wound of this weapon on 2+ but the target is a VEHICLE unit or TITANIC. The attack was made with the wound of
this weapon on 2+ but instead the target was a VEHICLE unit or TITANIC. Rod of TormentRod of TormentMeleeMelee+1-1D3When completed the attack made with this weapon against the VEHICLE unit, it has the characteristics of Damage 1.When completing an attack made with this weapon against a VEHICLE unit,
it has the characteristics of Damage tool 1.Surgeon Acolyte toolsSurgeon Acolyte's toolsMeleeMeleeUser-11-The ChirurgeonThe ChirurgeonMeleeMelee4-21When carrier of the fight he can make 3 additional attacks with this weapon. When the carrier fights it can make 3 additional attacks with this weapon. Frag hand
bomb Hand bombFragBom hand D6301BlastBlastKrak hand bombKrak hand bomb 6Grenade 16-1D3- Death to Master Maharaja False Ferocity: The opposing player must roll the additional dice when taking the Morale test for the unit in your 6 Warlords, and use the highest decision. MELEE, CYNICAL ASTARTES,
CREATIONS OF HEMPEDU CHARACTER, INFANTRY, FABIUS BILE CHARACTER, INFANTRY, SURGEON ACOLYTE 7 NoNAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv 130Obsidius Mallex 1 6 2+ 2+ 4 4 5 4 9 3+ Obsidius Mallex is a model armed with a single gun and tukul. Only one of these models can be incorporated into
your army. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Plasma pistolBefore select the target, select one of the profiles below to create an attack. Plasma pistolBefore select the target, select one of the profiles below to make an attack. - Standard - Standard12Pistol 17-31- - Supercharge - Supercharge12Pistol 18-32If any
unalred roll of hit 1 is made for attacks with the profile of this weapon, the carrier is destroyed after firing with this weapon. If any unmomediated hit roll 1 is made for an attack with the profile of this weapon, the carrier is destroyed after firing with this weapon. Tukul thunderThunder tukulMeleeMeleex2-23Each the time the
attack was made with this weapon, reject 1 of the roll of the attack. Each time an attack is made with this weapon, reject 1 of the hit reels of the attack. MELEE, CYNICAL ASTARTES, BLACK LEGION, SERVANT CHARACTER ABYSS, INFANTRY, MELEE GOD, OBSIDIUS MALLEX 3 NoNAME M WS BS BS S W A Ld
Sv 55Traitor Commissar 1 6 2+ 3+ 3 3 4 3 9 4 + A Traitor Commissar is a single model armed with bolt WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-Power fistPower fistMeleeMeleex2-32Each time attack made with this weapon, reject 1 of the attack's roll hit. Each time an attack is made this
weapon, minus 1 from the hit roll of the attack. CHAOS, ABSY CHARACTER SLAVES, INFANTRY, TRAITOR TRAITORS 8 NoNAME M WS BS S W W A Ld Sv 90Chaos Hellwright 1 6 3+ 2+ 5 5 5 3 9 2+ A Chaos Hellwright is a single model. It is equipped with infernal axes, mechatendrils, hijackers, flamers, soulburner
pistols, fragile hand bombs and krak hand bombs. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Infernal axeInfernal axeMeleeMelee+1-32-MechatendrilsMechatendrilsMeleeMeleeUser01Each carrier setup time, it can make 2 additional attacks with this weapon. Each time the carrier strikes, it can make two additional attacks
with this weapon. VoidcutterVoidcutter8 Attack 18-43Add 1 for the wound roll made for this weapon if the target is a VEHICLE. Add 1 to the wound roll made for this weapon if the target is a VEHICLE. Soulburner pistolSoulburner pistol12Pistol 2-01Successful struck the roll with this weapon sustained mortal injuries. If
any exposed roll made in a particular phase with this weapon results in a score of '1', then the firing unit suffers one death wound at the end of the phase. Successfully hit the scroll with this weapon sustained mortal wounds. If any exposed roll made in a particular phase with this weapon results in a score of '1', then the
firing unit suffers one death wound at the end of the phase. Frag hand bomb Hand bombFragBom hand D6301BlastBlastKrak hand bombKrak hand bomb 16-1D3-12 Serangan D6401Each the time the attack was made with this weapon, the attack automatically struck the target. Each time an attack is made with this
weapon, it automatically strikes the target. &lt;MARK OF= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;CYMIC, CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EAT MURDER IN
CROWDS BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED INFANTRY, WARPSMITH, HURU-HARA HELLWRIGHT 9 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv 100Chaos Hellwright on Dark Abeyant 1100Chaos Hellwright on Dark Abeyant 8 3+ 2+ 5 5 6 3 9 2+ A Chaos
Hellwright on Dark Abeyant is a single model. Chaos Hellwright is equipped with infernal axes, mechatendrils, illegitimate payers, flamers and soulburner pistols, while Dark Abeyant is equipped with lance warfare. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Infernal axeInfernal axeMeleeMelee+1-32MechatendrilsMechatendrilsMeleeMeleeUser01Each carrier setup time, it can make 2 additional attacks with this weapon. Each time the carrier strikes, it can make two additional attacks with this weapon. VoidcutterVoidcutter8 Attack 18-43Add 1 for the wound roll made for this weapon if the target is a VEHICLE. Add 1
to the wound roll made for this weapon if the target is a VEHICLE. Soulburner pistolSoulburner pistol12Pistol 2-01Successful struck the roll with this weapon sustained mortal injuries. If any roll made in a certain phase with this weapon resulting in a score of '1', then the firing unit suffered one death wound at the end of
the phase. Successfully hit the roll with this gun claw&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; Wounds. If any affected roll made in a particular phase with this weapon results in a score of '1', then the firing unit suffers one mortal wound at the end of the phase.15C 26-3D6Each when you make a 6+ wound roll for
this weapon, the weapon scores an automatic addition to the weapon's regular profile completed after the initial attack These additional hits do not generate more additional hits. Each time you create a 6+ wound reel for this weapon, the weapon score an automatic hit on the weapon's regular profile completed after the
initial attack for the weapon on the same unit. These additional hits do not generate more additional hits.12A D6401Each attack time attack is made with this weapon, the attack automatically hits the target. Each time an attack is made with this weapon, it automatically strikes the target. &lt;MARK OF=
chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;CYMIC, CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EAT MURDER IN CROWDS BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON
SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED INFANTRY, WARPSMITH, HURU-HARA HELLWRIGHT ON DARK ABEYANT 7 NoNAME M WS BS BS S W A Ld Sv 105Lord Arkos 1 6 2+ 2+ 4 4 5 5 9 3 + Lord Arkos is a single model. He was equipped with a Black Blade Venom and combi-meltagun,
fragile hand bombs and krak hand bombs. Only one of these models can be incorporated into your army. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Black Blade VenomBlack Blade from VenomMeleeMeleeUser-23Add 1 to all wound rolls for this weapon against any non-vehicle target. Add 1 to all the wound rolls for this
weapon against any target that is not a vehicle. Before selecting a target, select one or both profiles below to create an attack. If you choose both, then every time an attack is made with this weapon this phase, reject 1 of the roll hit attacks. Before selecting a target, select one or both profiles below to create an attack. If
you choose both, then every time an attack is made with this weapon this phase, reject 1 of the roll hit attacks. - Boltgun - Boltgun24Rapid Fire 1401- - Meltagun - Meltagun12 Attack 18-4D6Each attack period made with the profile of this weapon is the unit in half, that the attack has the characteristics of D6+2
Damage.Each time an attack is made with the profile of this weapon targeting the unit in half, the attack has the characteristics of damage to the hand bomb D6+2.Frag hand bombFragBom hand D6301BlastBlastKrak hand bombKrakBom hand bomb 16-1D3- HURU-HARA, ASTARTES cynical , ALPHA LEGION,
DISSIONICAL CHARACTER, INFANTRY, GOD'S MELEE, LORD ARKOS 6 NoNAME M WS BS BS S W A Ld Sv 120Zhufor Impaler 1 5 2+ 2+ 5 4 5 5 9 2+ Zhufor practitioners are models He is equipped with Claw of Demnos,&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; Bolter and Axe Skulltaker. He also wears a
Terminator shield sut. Only one of these models can be incorporated into your army. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Demnos bolterDemnos bolter24Rapid Fire 24-11-Claw of DemnosClaw of DemnosMeleeMeleex2-3D3When attacks with this weapon, you must reject 1 of the hit reels. When attacking with this
weapon, you must reject 1 of the roll hits. Skull axeSkulltaker axeMeleeMeleeUser-22When is based on the CHARACTER model, each roll of 6+ inflicts cuts into AP -4 and Damage 3. Roll saves these wounds separately. When it comes to aksara models, each roll cuts 6+ inflicts to AP -4 and Damage 3. Roll saves these
wounds separately. MELEE, KHORNE, ASTARTES HERE, WORLD OF EATING, SKULLTAKERS, INFANTRY, HURU-HARA LORD, TERMINATOR, ZHUFOR THE IMPALER 6 NoNAME M WS BS BS S W W A Ld Sv 113Chaos Lord on Bike 1 14 2+ 2+ 4 5 6 4 9 3+ A Chaos Lord on Bike is a single model equipped with
a combi-bolter bolt; chainsword; fragile hand bombs; krak hand bomb. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-24Rapid Fire 2401-Astartes chainswordAstartes chainswordMeleeMeleeUser-11Each carrier, he made 1 additional attack with this weapon. Each time the carrier bergi, he
makes 1 additional attack with this weapon. Frag hand bomb Hand bombFragBom hand D6301BlastBlastKrak hand bombKrak hand bombKrak Hand bomb 16-1D3- • This model can be equipped with one of the following instead of 1 bolt gun: 1 weapon from melee weapons list; 1 weapon from the Pistols list; 1 weapon
from combi's list of weapons. • This model may be equipped with one of the following instead of 1 chainsword: 1 weapon from the Melee Weapons list; 1 gun from the Pistols list. Death to the False Emperor Melee, &lt;MARK of chaos=&gt;KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE,
CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTPURGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED BIKER, DISPOSITION, HURU-HARA LORD 6
NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv 100Chaos Lord on Disc of Tzeentch 1100Chaos Lord on Disc of Tzeentch 12 2+ 2+ 4 4 5 4 9 3+ A Chaos Lord on Disc of Tzeentch is a model equipped with bolt chainsword; cakera blades; fragile hand bombs; krak hand bomb. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt pistolBolt
pistol12Pistol 1401-Astartes chainswordAstartes chainswordMeleeMeleeUser-11Each carrier, he made 1 additional attack with this weapon. Each time the carrier bergi, he makes 1 additional attack with this weapon. Blade Disc's bladesMeleeMelee401When the carrier, it makes 1 additional attack with this weapon and
no more than 1 attack can be made these weapons. When the carrier fights, it makes 1 additional attack with this weapon and no more than 1 attack can be made with this weapon. Fragile&amp;lt;/LEGION&gt; &amp; lt;/MARK&gt; Grenade D6301BlastBlastKrak hand bombKrak hand bomb6Grenade 16-1D3- • This
model can be equipped with one of the following instead of 1 bolt gun: 1 weapon from melee weapons list; 1 weapon from the Pistols list; 1 weapon from combi's list of weapons. • This model may be equipped with one of the following instead of 1 chainsword: 1 weapon from the Melee Weapons list; 1 gun from the Pistols
list. Death to the False Emperor Melee, TZEENTCH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;CYPNOT, ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER HOSAIRSSCOURGED
CAVALRY, WATAK, DAEMON, FLY, FLY HURU-HARA LORD 7 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv 125Chaos Lord on Juggernaut of Khorne 1125Chaos Lord on Juggernaut of Khorne 8 2+ 2+ 5 5 6 4 9 3+ A Chaos Lord on Juggernaut of Khorne is a single model equipped with : knife horns; bolt gun; bolt pistol; fragile
hand bombs; krak hand bomb. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-Bladed hornMeleeMelee5-11When carrier, he made 3 additional attacks with this weapon and no more than 3 attacks may be made with this weapon. When the carrier is in the air, it makes 3 additional attacks with
this weapon and no more than 3 attacks can be made with this weapon. Astartes chainswordAstartes chainswordMeleeMeleeUser-11Each carrier, he made 1 additional attack with this weapon. Each time the carrier bergi, he makes 1 additional attack with this weapon. Frag hand bomb Hand bombFragBom hand
D6301BlastBlastKrak hand bombKrak hand bombKrak Hand bomb 16-1D3- • This model can be equipped with one of the following instead of 1 bolt gun: 1 weapon from melee weapons list; 1 weapon from the Pistols list; 1 weapon from combi's list of weapons. • This model may be equipped with one of the following
instead of 1 chainsword: 1 weapon from the Melee Weapons list; 1 gun from the Pistols list. Death to HURU-HARA MaharajA Palsu, KHORNE, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD
EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTPURGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED CAVAL, HARA LORD 6 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv 99Chaos Lord on Palanquin of Nurgle 199Chaos Lord on Palanquin of Nurgle 5 2+ 2+ 4 5 56 4 9 3+ A Chaos on Lord Palanquin
of Nurgle is a single model equipped with : bolt gun; chainsword; nail nurglings and teeth; fragile hand bombs; krak hand bomb. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-Astartes chainswordAstartes chainswordMeleeMeleeUser-11Each carrier, he made 1 additional attack with this
weapon. Every The bearer is in the air, he's making an additional attack with this weapon. Nail Nurglings and FingernailsNurglings and TeethMeleeMelee201When&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; fights, it makes D6 additional attacks with these weapons and nothing more than a D6 attack can be made
with these weapons. When completing an attack made with these weapons, re-roll the wound rolls 1.When the carrier fights, it makes D6 additional attacks with these weapons and nothing more than a D6 attack can be made with these weapons. Upon completion of the attack made with this weapon, re-roll the grenade
wound roll 1.Frag grenadeFragBom hands D6301BlastBlastRastKrak grenade 16-1D3- • This model can be equipped with one of the following instead of 1 bomb pistol: 1 weapon from Melees 1 weapon from the list 1 weapon from the Combi Weapons list. • This model can be equipped with one of the following instead of
1 chainsword: 1 weapon from Melee's Weapons list; 1 weapon from the Pistols list. Death to CHAOS of the False Emperor, NURGLE, ASTARTES &amp; LEGION&gt;HEREATING, THE CHILDREN OF ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD
BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTPURGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED CAVAL, LORD 5 NONAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv 94Chaos Lord on Steed of Slaanesh 194Chaos Lord on Steed of Slaanesh 12 2+ 2+ 2+4 4 6 5 9 3+ A Chaos Lord
on Steed of Slaanesh is a single model equipped with : bolt pistol; saws; whipping tongue; fragile grenades; Craft grenades. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-Astartes chainswordAstartes chainswordMeleeUser-11Each controller fights, it made 1 additional attack with this
weapon. Whenever the carrier fights, it makes an additional 1 attack with this weapon. Tonahlashing TongueMeleeMelee401When carrier fights, it makes 2 additional attacks with these weapons and no more than 2 attacks can be made with these weapons. When the carrier fights, it makes 2 additional attacks with these
weapons and no more than 2 attacks can be made with these weapons. Grenade Frag grenadeFragBom D6301BlastBlastKrak grenade HandicraftKrak grenades 16-1D3- • This model can be equipped with one of the following instead of 1 bomb pistol: 1 weapon from Melee's Weapons list; 1 weapon from the Pistols list;
1 weapon from the Combi Weapons list. • This model can be equipped with one of the following instead of 1 chainsword: 1 weapon from Melee's Weapons list; 1 weapon from the Pistols list. Death to CHAOS of the False Emperor, SLAANESH, ASTARTES &amp; LEGIONS&gt;HERE, THE CHILDREN OF ALPHA
LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTPURGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED CAVAL, CHARACTERS BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON
HOSTPURGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED CAVAL DAEMON, CHAOS LORD 8 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv 130Sorcer on Bike 1 14 3+ 3+ 4 5 5 3 9 3+ A Sorcer on Bike is a single model equipped with: bolt pistol; combi-bolter; sword of power;&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; pistolBolt
pistol12Pistol 1401-24Rapid Fire 2401-Force axeForce axeMeleeMelee+2-2D3-Force staveMeleeMelee+3-1D3-Force swordForce swordMeleeMelee+Grenades 1-3D3-Frag Firefighting Bombs D6301BlastBlastKrak grenadesKrak grenadesKrak 16-1D3- • This model can be equipped with one of the following instead of 1
bomb gun: 1 weapon from the Melee Weapons list; 1 weapon from the Pistols list; 1 weapon from the Combi Weapons list. • This model can be equipped with one of the following 1 force sword: 1 axe force; 1 forced stave. Death to the False Emperor This model may attempt to show two psychic powers in your Psychic
phase, and attempt to deny a psychic power in your opponent's Psychic phase. It knows the psychic power of Smite and two psychic power from dark Hereticus discipline. &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS, NURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, SONS OF ALPHA LEGIONBLACK
BREEDER LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTPURGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED BIKER, PSKER CHARACTER, PSKER SORCER 7 NoNAME M WS BS S W A
Ld Sv 125Sorcer on Disc Tzeentch 1125Sorcer on Tzeentch Disk 12 3+ 3+ 3 + 4 4 4 3 9 3+ Sorcer on Disc of Tzeentch is a single model equipped with : bolt pistol; disc blade; sword of force; fragile grenades; Craft grenades. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-Disc's
bladesMelee401When carrier fight, it makes 1 additional attack with this weapon and no more than 1 attack can be made with this weapon. When the carrier fights, it makes 1 additional attack with this weapon and no more than 1 attack can be made with this weapon. Force axeForce axeMeleeMelee+2-2D3-Force
staveMeleeMelee+3-1D3-Force swordForce SwordMeleeMelee+1-3D3-Frag grenade Grenades fear6Bom hands D6301BlastBlastKrak grenades are hand grenades6Grenade 16-1D3- • This model can be equipped with one of the following instead of 1 bolt pistol: 1 weapon from Melee's Weapons list; 1 weapon from the
Pistols list; 1 weapon from the Combi Weapons list. • This model can be equipped with one of the following 1 force sword: 1 axe force; 1 forced stave. Death to the False Emperor This model may attempt to show two psychic powers in your Psychic phase, and attempt to deny a psychic power in your opponent's Psychic
phase. It knows the psychic power of Smite and two psychic power from dark Hereticus discipline. CHAOS, TZEENTCH, ASTARTES &LT;LEGION&gt;HERE, THE CHILDREN OF ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EAT CAVALRY,
CHARACTER, DAEMON, FLY, PSYKER, SORCER 7 NoNAME M WS BS BS S T W A Ld Sv 123Sorcer on Palanquin of Nurgle 1123Sorcer on Palanquin of Nurgle 5 3+ 3+ 4 &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; 3 9 3+ Sorcerer on Palanquin of Nurgle is the single model equipped with: a bolt pistol; sword of
force; nails and teeth nurglings; fragile grenades; Craft grenades. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPBILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-Force axeForce axeMeleeMelee+2-2D3-Force staveMeleeMelee+3-1D3-Force swordForce swordMe nails and nailsMelee201When carrier fights, it makes D6 additional attacks with
these weapons and nothing more than D6 attacks can be made with these weapons. When completing an attack made with these weapons, re-roll the wound rolls 1.When the carrier fights, it makes D6 additional attacks with these weapons and nothing more than a D6 attack can be made with these weapons. Upon
completion of the attack made with this weapon, re-roll the grenade wound roll 1.Frag grenadeFragBom hands D6301BlastBlastRastKrak grenade 16-1D3- • This model can be equipped with one of the following instead of 1 bomb pistol: 1 weapon from Melees 1 weapon from the list 1 weapon from the Combi Weapons
list. • This model can be equipped with one of the following 1 force sword: 1 axe force; 1 forced stave. Death to the False Emperor This model may attempt to show two psychic powers in your Psychic phase, and attempt to deny a psychic power in your opponent's Psychic phase. It knows the psychic power of Smite and
two psychic power from dark Hereticus discipline. CHAOS, NURGLE, ASTARTES &LT;LEGIONS&GT;HERE, ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER
HOSAWLESS HOSTPURGERED CORSAIRS CHARACTER, DAEMON, PSKER, PSKER SORCER 7 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv 115Sorcer on Steed of Slaanesh 1115Sorcer on Steed of Slaanesh 12 3+ 3+4 4 4 9 3rc Soer on Slaesan is a single model equipped with : bolt pistol; sword of force; whipping tongue;
fragile grenades; Craft grenades. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPBILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-Force axeForce axeMeleeMelee+2-2D3-Force staveForce staveMeleeMelee+3-1D3-Force swor swordDForceMeleeMelee+1-3D3-Lashing tongueMelee401When carrier fights, it makes 2 additional attacks with
these weapons and no more than 2 attacks can be made with this weapon. When the carrier fights, it makes 2 additional attacks with these weapons and no more than 2 attacks can be made with these weapons. Grenade Frag grenadeFragBom D6301BlastBlastKrak grenade HandicraftKrak grenades 16-1D3- • This
model can be equipped with one of the following instead of 1 bomb pistol: 1 weapon from Melee's Weapons list; 1 weapon from the Pistols list; 1 weapon from the Combi Weapons list. • This model can be equipped with one of the 1 sword of power as follows: 1 power axe; 1 forced stave. Death to &lt;/LEGION&gt;
&lt;/LEGION&gt; False Emperor This model may attempt to show two psychic powers in your Psychic phase, and try to deny a psychic power in your opponent's Psychic phase. It knows the psychic power of Smite and two psychic power from dark Hereticus discipline. CHAOS, SLAANESH, ASTARTES
&LT;LEGION&gt;HERE, ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER SORCERER 4 NONAME M WS BS BS S W WD SV 8BLOODLETTER 9-29 6 3+ 3+ 3+ 4 3 1 1 7
6+ 8Bloodreaper 1 6 3+ 3+ 4 3 1 2 7 6+ This unit contains 1 Blood and 9 It can include up to 10 additional Bloodletters (Power Rating +4) or up to 20 additional Bloodletters (Power Rating + 8). Each model is armed with hellblade. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES HellbladeHellbladeMeleeUser-31Each the time
you make a 6+ wound roll for this weapon, the hit is settled with Damage 2.Each time you make a 6+ wound roll for this weapon, the hit is resolved with 2 damage. • For every ten models in a unit, one Bloodletter can take the Chaotic Instrument. • For every ten models in a unit, one Bloodletter can take the Daemonic
Icon. CHAOS, KHORNE, DAEMON INFANTRY, BLOODLETTERS 3 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv 6Chaos Cult 9-29 6 4+ 4+ 4+ 3 1 1 5 5+ 6Cultist Champion 1 6 4+ 4+ 4+ 3 3 1 2 6 6+ This unit contains 1 Cultist Champion and 9 Chaltist It can include up to 10 additional Chaotic Growers (Power Rating +3) or up to
20 additional Chaotic Cults (Power Rating +6). Each model is armed with autogun. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES AutogunAutogun24 Quick Burnout 1301-AutopistolAutopistol12Pistol 1301-12Serangan D6401Each attack time made with these weapons, the attack automatically hit the target. Whenever an
attack is made with these weapons, the attack automatically hits the target.36Berat 3401-ShotgunShotgun12Sererer 2301If the target is within half range, adding 1 to the Strength of these weapons. If the target is in the half range, add 1 to this Strength.Brutal weapons gun attack ApileeMeleeUser01Each time-fight
carrier, it can make 1 additional attack with this weapon. Whenever a carrier fights, it can make an additional 1 attack with this weapon. • Any Chaotic Cult can replace their autoguns with autopistol and cruel assault weapons. • For every ten models in a unit, a Chaotic Grower can replace their autogun with stubborn
weight or flamer. • Cult champions can replace their autoguns with shotguns or cruel assault weapons and autopistols. &LT;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &LT;LEGION&gt;HERE, CHILDREN OF ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON
WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZENZENZEN PENYEMBELIHAN&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; CORSAIRSSCOURGED INFANTRY, KULTIS CHAOTICS 4 NoNAME M WS BS BS S W A Ld Sv 14Chaos Space Marine 4-19 6 3+
3+ 3+4 44 1 7 3+ 14Aspiring Champion 1 6 3+ 3+ 4 4 1 2 8 3+ This unit contains 1 Aspiring Champion and 4 Marine Space Chaos. It can include up to 5 additional Chaotic Space Marines (Power Rating +4), up to 10 additional Chaotic Space Marines (Power Rating +7) or up to 15 additional Chaotic Space Marines
(Power Rating +10). Each model is armed with boltguns, bolt pistols, fragile grenades and cruak grenades. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-BoltgunBoltgun24Rapid Fire 1401-Before selecting the target, select one of the profiles below to make an attack with. Before selecting a
target, select one of the profiles below to create an attack. - Standard - Standard12Pistol 17-31- - Supercharge - Supercharge12Pistol 18-32If any untested hit rolls are made to an attack with this gun profile, the carrier is destroyed after a shootout with this weapon. If any unmoded hit rolls 1 are made to attack with this
gun profile, the carrier is destroyed after shooting with this weapon. Astartes chainswordAstartes chainswordMeleeUser-11Each time carrier fights, it makes 1 additional attack with this weapon. Whenever the carrier fights, it makes an additional 1 attack with this weapon. Grenade Frag grenadeFragBom
D6301BlastBlastKrak grenadeKrakBom 16-1D3- • Aspiring Champions can replace bolt pistols and boltguns with items from the Champion Equipment list. • Any Chaotic Space Marine may replace its boltgun with a chain. • A Chaotic Marine Space may replace its bolt pistol with a plasma pistol, or replace its boltgun with
one item from the Special Weapons or Heavy Weapons list. • If the number ten or more model units, the additional Chaotic Space Marines can take one item from the Special Weapons or Heavy Weapons list. • A model can take the Chaotic icon. Death to False Emperor, Brave Discipline, Chaos of Hate Attacks, &amp;
MARK of= chaos=&gt;KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAESH, HERE ASTARTES, &AMP; LEGIONS&GT;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATINGERSCREATIONS BILLEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER
CORSAIRSSCOURGED INFANTRY, CHAOS MARINE SPACE 4 NONAME M WS BS S W A LD Sv 7Daemonette 9-29 7 3+ 3+ 3 3 3 1 2 7 6 + 7Alluress 1 7 3+ 3+ 3 + 3 1 3 7 6+ This unit contains 1 Alluress and 9 Daemonettes. It can include up to 10 additional Daemonettes (Power Rating +4) or up to 20 additional
Daemonettes (Power Rating +8). Each model strikes by educating the nails. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Puzzle clawsPiercing clawsMeleeMeleeUser-11Each the time you make a 6+ wound roll for this weapon, which hits settled AP -4.Whenever you make a 6+ wound roll for this weapon, the hit is
completed with AP • Share each&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; models in units, one Daemonette can take melee instruments. • For every ten models in the unit, one Daemonette can fetch a Daemonic Icon. MELEE, SLAANESH, INFANTRY DAEMONEMON, DAEMONETTES 5 NoNAME M WS BS BS W
A Ld Sv 9Plaguebearer 9-29 5 4+ 4+ 4 + 4 1 1 7 6+ 9Plagueridden 1 5 4+ 4 + 4 4 1 2 7 6+ This unit contains 1 Plagueridden and 9 Plaguebearers. It can include up to 10 additional Plaguebearers (Power Rating +5) or up to 20 additional Plaguebearers (Power Rating +10). Each model is armed with a plaguesword.
WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES PlagueswordPlagueswordMeleeMeleeUser01You can roll back failed roll wounds for this weapon. You can roll back the failed wound roll for this weapon. • For every ten models in the unit, one Plaguebearer may take a Melee Instrument. • For every ten models in the unit, one
Plaguebearer can take a Daemonic Icon. MELEE, NURGLE, INFANTRY DAEMON, PLAGUEBEARERS 4 NoNAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv 8Pink Horror 10-30 6 4+ 4+ 3 3 1 1 7 6+ Porch 7Blue 10-30 6 5+ - 2 3 1 1 7 6+ 5Pair Seram Brimstone 10-305Pair from Brimstone Horrors 6 5+ - 1 3 1 2 7 6+ 8Iridescent Horror
10-30 6 4+ 4+ 4 + 3 3 1 2 7 6+ This unit contains 10 Pink , Blue or Spooky Brimstone pair, in any combination. It can include up to 10 additional Spookies (Power Rating +4) or up to 20 additional Seram (Power Rating +8). Spooky pink strikes with a linking fire, while Blue Horrors and Brimstone Horrors only shrivel up on
anyone who comes too close. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Coruscating apiCoruscating api18 Attack 2User01- • For every 10 models this unit contains, 1 pink spooky that does not have a Melee Instrument may have a Daemonic Icon. • For every 10 models of this unit containing, 1 model that does not have a
Daemonic Icon may have a Riot Instrument. This unit may attempt to demonstrate a psychedeical power in your Psikik phase, and attempt to deny a psychedeical power in the Psikik phase against you. He knows Smite. MELEE, DAEMON, TZEENTCH, INFANTRY DAEMON, PSYKER, HORRORS 1 NoNAME M WS BS
BS S T W A Ld Sv Chaos Space Marine 2Chaos Space Marine 6 3+ 3+ 4 4 1 7 3+ This unit contains 2 Marin Space Melee. Each model is armed with a boltgun, bolt gun, fragile hand bomb and krak hand bomb. Only one of these units can be included in your army. 28 WEAPONRANGETYPESAPBILITIES
BoltgunBoltgun24Rapid Fire 1401-Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-Frag hand bombFrag hand bomb Grenade D6301BlastBlastKrak hand bombKrakGrenade 16-1D3- Death to hand bomb Hand bombs Abyss servants, Bolter Discipline, Melee Hate Attack, Cynical ASTARTES, BLACK LEGION, SERVANT INFANTRY
ABYSS, MARIN MELEE ROOM, LEGIONNAIRES BLACK 1 NoNAME M WS BS BS S W A Ld Sv Chaos Beastman 4Chaos Beastman 6 3+ 4 4 1 6 5+ This unit consists of 4 Beastmen Chaos. Each model is armed with either laspistol or autopistol, and weapons chain attack or ruthless. Each model is also armed with a
hand bomb and a krak hand bomb. Only one of these units can be included in your army. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES AutopistolAutopistol12Pistol 1301-LaspistolLaspistol12Pistol 1301-Assault Ruthless Weapons AttackMeleeMeleeUser01Each carrier, he may make 1 additional attack with this weapon.
Each time the carrier strikes, it can make an additional attack with this weapon. Astartes chainswordAstartes chainswordMeleeMeleeUser-11Each carrier, he made 1 additional attack with this weapon. Each time the carrier bergi, he makes 1 additional attack with this weapon. Frag hand bomb Hand bombFrag hand
bomb6Th hand bomb D6301BlastBlastkrak hand bomb 6th Hand bomb 16-1D3- HURU-HARA, ABSS INFANTRY SERVANTS, HURU-HARA BEASTMEN 2 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv Cultist 6 4+ 4+ 4+ 3 3 1 5 6+ Cult Champion 1Cultist Champion 6 4+ 4+ 4+ 3 1 2 6 6+ Units consists of 1 Cultist Champion and 6.
• Cult Champion armed with stubcarbine, chainsword, fragile hand bombs and krak hand bombs. • 1 Cult armed with hand bombs. • 1 Cult armed with heavy-handed bombs, hand bombs and krak hand bombs. • 4 Cults each armed with an autogun, fragile hand bombs and krak hand bombs.
WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES AutogunAutogun24Rapid Fire 1301-Grenade LaunchWhen attack with this weapon, select one of the profiles below. Launch a hand bombWhen attack with this weapon, select one of the profiles below. - Fragile hand bomb - frag24th hand bombStubber Attack D6301BlastBlast Krak hand bomb - Krak24 hand bomb Attack 16-1D3-Heavy stubberHeavy stubber36Weight3401-StubcarbineStubcarbine18Pistol 3401-ChainswordChainswordMeleeMeleeUser01When pergaduhan, carrier He made one additional attack with this weapon. When the carrier is in the air, it makes an additional attack with

this weapon. Frag hand bomb Hand bombFrag Hand bomb D6301BlastBlastKrak hand bombKrak hand bomb 16-1D3- Servants of Abyss CHAOS, SERVANT INFANTRY ABYSS, PLANTER ABYSS 2 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv Traitor Guardsman 6Traitor Guardsman 6 4+ 4+ 3 3 1 6 5+ Sarjan Traitor 1Traitor
Sarjan 6 4+ 4+ 4+ 3 3 1 2 7 5+ This unit contains 1 Sarjan Traitor and 6 Traitor Guards. Only until these two units can be incorporated into your army. - Sarjan Traitor armed with laspistol hand bombs, chainsword and fragile. - 1 Traitor Guardsman armed with a flazing and fragile hand bomb. - 2 traitorous guards each
armed with lasguns and fragile hand bombs. - 1 Traitor Guardsman armed with lasguns, fragile hand bombs and krak hand bombs. - 2 Traitor's Guards each armed with a ruthless assault weapon, a fragile hand bomb and both laspistol or autopistol. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES AutopistolAutopistol12Pistol
D6401Each the time the attack was made with this weapon, this, attack automatically hits the target. Whenever an attack is made with these weapons, the attack automatically hits the target. LasgunLasgun24Rapid Fire 1301-LaspistolLaspistol12Pistol 1301-Brutal attack weapons AttackMeleeUser01Each is the time of
the carrier fight, it could make 1 additional attack with this weapon. Whenever a carrier fights, it can make an additional 1 attack with this weapon. ChainswordChainswordMeleeMeleeUser01When carrier fights, it makes 1 additional attack with this weapon. When the carrier fights, it makes an additional 1 attack with this
weapon. Grenade Frag grenadeFrag Grenade D6301BlastBlastRastRak grenade 16-1D3- Slaves Abyss, SLAVE INFANTTRI ABYSS, TRAITOR GUARDSMAN 4 NoNAME M WS BS S T W! A Ld Sv 75Chaos Rhino 1 12 6+ 3 + 6 6 6-10+ 3 8 3 + 6 6+ 4 + 6 7 73-5 D3 8 3+ 3 6+ 5+ 6 7 1-2 1 8 3+ A Chaos Rhino is a single
model equipped with combi-bolter. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 24Rapid Fire 2401-48Heavy D6501BlastBlast • This model can take havoc launchers and/or one item from combi's weapons list. The model CAN CREDENTIAL 10 &LT;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S
CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER HOSAIRSSCOURGED MODEL INFANTRY. However, it cannot transport TERMINATORS, CULT DESTRUCTION or JUMP PACK models. &LT;MARK OF=
chaos=&gt;CHAOS, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, HERE ASTARTES, &LT;LEGION&GT;CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERED
VEHICLE HOSTSERFLAWLESS CORSAIRSOURGED VEHICLES, TRANSPORT, CHAOS RHINO 8 NONAME MS BS! A Ld Sv 130Terrax-pattern Termite Assault Drill 1130Terrax-Pattern Attack Anai-pattern Drill 8 4+ 3+ 7 8 6-10+ 6 8 3+ 6 4 + 4 + 78 83-5 D6 8 3+ 4+ 4+ 7 8 1-2 D3 8 3+ A Terrax-pattern Anite Assault
Drill is a single model equipped with two storm bolters, a cutter cascist and a Termite drill. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 12Berat D65-11Each time attacks are made with these weapons, the attack automatically hits the target. Whenever an attack is made with these weapons, the attack automatically hits the
target. Terrax cascist cutterTerrax casced cutter cutter 58-4D6Each attack time made with these weapons targeting one unit in the half range, that the attack had characteristics of D6+2 Damage.Each time an attack made with these weapons targeted units in the half range, The attack has characteristics of volkite
charger D6+2.24Rapid Fire 2401-Twin Terrax volkite chargertwin Terrax volkite charger20Berat 4502Each attack time made with this weapon, unmodaled wound rolls 6 inflicts 1 lust The attack was made with this weapon, the unmodified wound roll 6 sustained 1 mortal wound on the target in addition&lt;/LEGION&gt;
&lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; any common damage. Termitermite Drill Termmite drillsMeleeMeleex2-4D3+3Each the time the attacks made with these weapons are allocated to the VEHICLE model, the attack has a D3+6. Damage feature each time an attack made with this weapon is
allocated to the VEHICLE model, the attack has a D3+6 Damage feature. • The model can replace both storm bolters with either two heavy flames or two twin volkite chargers. The model can transport 12 &amp; LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT
LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER CORSAIRSSCOURGED INFANTRY MODEL. It cannot transport JUMP PACKS, TERMINATORS or CULT deSTRUCTION modelS. &LT;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS,
KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATS BEASTSCR BILEBRAZEN MASSACRE IMIMSON TRANSPORT, TERRAX-PATTERN TERMITE 6 NoNAME M
WS BS S T A Ld Sv 72Emperor's Children Sonic Dreadnought 172Emperor's Children Sonic Dreadnought 8 3+ 3+ 6 + 6 8 4 8 3+ This unit contains one Child Emperor Sonic Dreadnought with a variety of 6+ 7 8 8 8 3+ Units containing one Emperor Sonic Dreadnought Child comes with a variety of tlists and Helbrute
fists. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 24Rapid Fire 2401-12Heavy D65-11Each the time the attacks were made with these weapons, the attack automatically hit the target. Whenever an attack is made with these weapons, the attack automatically hits the target.+20Helbrute gun plasma+20Helbrute plasma
cannon36Berat D38-32Blast. Whenever an untested hit rolls 1 made for an attack with this weapon, the carrier suffered 1 mortal wound after shooting with this weapon. Explosion. Whenever an untested hit rolls 1 made for an attack with this weapon, the carrier suffered 1 mortal wound after shooting with this weapon.
When attacking with this weapon, select one of the profiles below. When attacking with this weapon, select one of the profiles below. - Fragile missile - Fragile missile48Heavy D6401BlastBlast - Krak missile - Krak48Berat Missile 18-2D6-24Berat 28-4D6Each attack time made with these weapons targets units in half
range, The attack has the characteristics of D6+2. Damage Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit in the half range, the attack has the characteristics of D6+2 Damage.Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit within half range , the attack has the characteristics of D6+2.
Damage Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit in the half range, the attack has the characteristics of D6+2 Damage.Each attacks made with these weapons targeting a unit in the half range, The attack has the characteristics of D6+2 Damage each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting
a unit in the half range, the attack has the characteristics of D6+2 Damage.Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit within half range, the attack has the characteristics of D6+2.Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit in the range of half, the attack has characteristics of
D6+2.Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit in the range of half, the attack has the characteristics of D6+2.Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit within half range, the attack has the characteristics of D6+2.Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit in the
range of half, the attack has the characteristics of D6+2.Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit within half range, the attack has the characteristics of D6+2.Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit within half range, the attack has the characteristics of D6+2.Each time an attack
is made with this weapon targeting a The attack has the characteristics of Damage D the attack has the characteristics of D6+2.36 Wet Damage 47-21-36 Wet 65-12-48Berat 29-29-3D6-Helbrute fistHelbrute fistMeleeMeleex2-33-MeleeMeleex2-4D6Whening with this weapon, you must minus 1 from the roll hit. When
attacking with this weapon, you must push 1 from the hit roll. MeleeMelee+2-22Each carrier fight time, it can make 3 additional attacks with these weapons. Whenever a carrier fights, it can make 3 additional attacks with this weapon.8 Serring D65-21This weapon automatically hits its target. Units do not receive
protection benefits&amp;lt;LEGION&gt; &amp; lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &amp; lt;/LEGION&gt; throw their savings for attacks made with these weapons. These weapons automatically hit their targets. Units do not receive protection benefits to their savings throws for attacks made with these weapons. When
attacking with this weapon, select one of the profiles below. When attacking with this weapon, select one of the profiles below. - Single frequency - Single Frequency48Heavy D38-2D3Blast. Units do not receive protection benefits to their savings throws for attacks made with these weapons. Explosion. Units do not
receive protection benefits to their savings throws for attacks made with these weapons. - Varied frequency - Varied frequency of D64-11Blast. Units do not receive protection benefits to their savings throws for attacks made with these weapons. Explosion. Units do not receive protection benefits to their savings throws
for attacks made with these weapons. • This model can replace a variety of cascades with a second Helbrute fist, or twin heavy bolters, twin lascannons, Helbrute plasma cannons, or autocannon reapers. • This model can replace a Helbrute fist with a missile launcher. • This model can replace the Helbrute fist with a
Helbrute hammer or a torment of power. • This model can incorporate a combi-bolter or heavy flamer into every Helbrute fist. • This model can take Siren Doom. • This model can replace various crosses with two blastmasters. CHAOS, SLAANESH, ASTARTES HERE, EMPEROR'S CHILDREN'S VEHICLE, HELBRUTE,
SONIC EMPEROR DREADN'S CHILDRENOUGHT 6 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv 15Chosen 4-9 6 3+ 3+ 4 4 1 2 8 3+ 15Chosen Champion 1 6 3+ 3+ 4 4 1 3 9 3+ This unit contains 1 It can include up to 5 Additional Options (Power Rating +6). Each model is armed with boltguns, bolt pistols, fragile grenades and
cruak grenades. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-BoltgunBoltgun24Rapid Fire 1401-Before selecting the target, select one of the profiles below to make an attack with. Before selecting a target, select one of the profiles below to create an attack. - Standard - Standard12Pistol
17-31- - Supercharge - Supercharge12Pistol 18-32If any untested hit rolls are made to an attack with this gun profile, the carrier is destroyed after a shootout with this weapon. If any unmoded hit rolls 1 are made to attack with this gun profile, the carrier is destroyed after shooting with this weapon. Astartes
chainswordAstartes chainswordMeleeUser-11Each time carrier fights, it makes 1 additional attack with this weapon. Whenever the carrier fights, it makes an additional 1 attack with this weapon. Lightning clawLightning the time of the carrier fight, it makes 1 additional attack with this weapon. Whenever an attack is made
with this weapon, you can re-roll the wound roll. Whenever the carrier fights, it makes an additional 1 attack with this weapon. Every One attacks are made with this weapon, you can roll back the wound roll. Frag hand bomb Hand bombFrag Hand bomb D6301BlastBlastKrak hand bombKrak hand bomb 6Th hand bomb
16-1D3- • Any Selected can take one item from the Melee Weapons list. • So that four options can choose one of the following options: - Replace the bolt gun with a plasma gun. - Replace the boltgun with one item from the Combi-weapons or Special Weapons list. - Replace the boltgun and bolt with lightning nails. Replace the boltgun and bolt with two flash nails. - Replace the boltgun with one item from the List of Combi Weapons, Special Weapons or Melee Weapons. • Additional options may replace the boltgun with a single item from the List of Special Weapons or Heavy Weapons. • The Chosen Champion may take one item
from the Melee Weapons list, or replace his boltgun and bolt pistol with an item from the List of Champion Equipment. • One model may take the Melee Icon. ◦ Selected Champions may replace their boltguns and bolts with items from the List of Champion Equipment. ◦ Any model can replace its boltgun with the word
chain. Death to the False Emperor, Courageous Discipline, Melee Of Hate Attacks, &lt;MARK of chaos=&gt;KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, HERE ASTARTES, &lt;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD
MAKANERSCREATIONS BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER CORSAIRSSCOURGED INFANTRI, SELECTED 1 NONAME M WS BS S W A LD Sv 5Dark Disciple 2 6 4 + 5 + 3 3 1 1 6 5+ This unit contains 2 Dark Disipples. Each model is armed with a tight combat weapon.
WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Close combat weaponsMeleeMeleeUser01- MELEE, &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, CYNICAL ASTARTES, &lt;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD
BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER CORSAIRSSCOURGED INFANTRY, DARK FOLLOWERS 6 NONAME M WS BS BS S W A Ld Sv 14Fallen 4-9 6 3+ 3+ 4 4 1 2 8 3+ 14Fallen Champion 1 6 3+ 3+ 4 4 1 3 9 3+ This unit contains 1 Fall Champion and 4 Fall.
It can include up to 5 additional Downfalls (Power Rating +6). Each model is armed with a boltgun, bolt gun, fragile hand bomb and krak hand bomb. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-BoltgunBoltgun24Rapid Fire 1401-Before selecting a target, select one of the profiles below to
make an attack with. Before selecting a target, select one of the profiles below to create an attack. - Standard - Standard12Pistol 17-31- - Supercharge - Supercharge12Pistol 18-32If any unalred roll of hit 1 is made for attacks with the profile of this weapon, the carrier is destroyed after firing with this weapon. If any hits
are not customized 1 was made for an attack with the profile of this weapon, the carrier was destroyed after &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; with this weapon. Astartes chainswordAstartes chainswordMeleeMeleeUser-11Each carrier, he made 1 additional attack with this weapon. Each
time the carrier bergi, he makes 1 additional attack with this weapon. Lightning clawLightning clawMeleeMeleeUser-21Each carrier, he made 1 additional attack with this weapon. Each time an attack is made with this weapon, you can roll back the wound roll. Each time the carrier bergi, he makes 1 additional attack with
this weapon. Each time an attack is made with this weapon, you can roll back the wound roll. Frag hand bomb Hand bombFragBom hand D6301BlastBlastKrak hand bombKrakGrenade 16-1D3- • Any model can replace its boltgun with a chain. • So that the four Fall may choose one of the following options: - Replace the
bolt gun with a plasma gun. - Replace the boltgun with one item from the Combi-weapon or Special Weapons list. - Replace the bolt gun and boltgun with two flash nails. - Take one item from melee's list of weapons. • One additional Fallen may replace the boltgun with one item from the list of Special Weapons or Heavy
Weapons. • Fallen Champion may replace his boltgun and/or bolt gun with one item from the List of Champion Equipment. Brave Discipline, MELE-HARA Hate Attacks, IMPERIUM, INFANTRY FALL 4 NoNAME M WS BS BS S W A Ld Sv 65Greater Has 1-2 7 2+ 3+ 5 5 5 5 8 3+ This unit contains 1 Greater Possessed. It
can include an additional 1 Greater Possessed (Power Rating +4). Each model attacks with a daemonic mutation. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Mutation Daemonic MutationMeleeMeleeUser-2D3- MELEE, &lt;MARK of chaos=&gt;KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES
&lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, CHILDREN BREEDING ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EAT CHARACTER, BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTPURGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED INFANTRY, DAEMON, HAS 6 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv
70Helbrute 1 8 3+ 3+ 6 7 8 4 8 3+ A Helbrute is a single model equipped with a variety of melta and Helbrute pounders. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 24Rapid Fire 2401-12Heavy D65-11Each the time the attack was made with this weapon, the attack automatically struck the target. Each time an attack is
made with this weapon, it automatically strikes the target.+20Helbrute plasma cannon+20Helbrute plasma cannon36C38-32Blast. Each time an unalmented hit 1 is made for an attack with this weapon, the carrier suffers 1 mortal wound after firing with this weapon. The explosion. Each time an unalmented hit 1 is made
for an attack with this weapon, the carrier suffers 1 mortal wound after firing with this weapon. If you are attacking with this weapon, select one of the profiles below. If you are attacking with this weapon, select one of the profiles below. - fragile - Fragile missiles48Heavy D6401BlastBlast - Krak&lt;/LEGION&gt;
&lt;/MARK&gt; &amp; lt;/MARK&gt; The Krak48Berat 18-2D6-24Berat missile 28-4D6Each time the attacks made with these weapons targeted one unit in the half range, that the attack had characteristics of Damage D6+2.Each time an attack was made with these weapons targeting units in the half range, The attack has
the characteristics of Damage D6+2.36Berat 47-21-36Berat 65-12-48 Weighing 29-3D6-Helbrute fistHelbrute fistMeleeMeleex2-33-MeleeMeleex2-4D6Whening with this weapon you must push 1 from the hit roll. When attacking with this weapon, you must push 1 from the hit roll. MeleeMelee+2-22Each carrier fight time,
it can make 3 additional attacks with these weapons. Whenever a carrier fights, it can make 3 additional attacks with these weapons. • This model can replace a variety of cascades with a second Helbrute fist, or twin heavy bolters, twin lascannons, Helbrute plasma cannons, or autocannon reapers. • This model can
replace a Helbrute fist with a missile launcher. • This model can replace each Helbrute fist with a Helbrute hammer or a torment of power. • This model can incorporate a combi-bolter or heavy flamer into every Helbrute fist. &LT;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES
HERE, &AMP; LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER MASSACRE CORSAIRSSCOURGED VEHICLE, HELBRUTE 5AM NONE ME WS BS
S7Khorne Berzerker 4-19 6 3+ 3+ 5 4 1 2 7 3+ 17Berzerker Champions 1 6 3+ 3+ 4 4 1 3 8 3+ Unit contains 1 Champion Berzerker and 4 Khorne Berzerkers. It can include up to 5 additional Khorne Berzerkers (Power Rating +5), up to 10 additional Khorne Berzerkers (Power Rating +10) or up to 15 additional Khorne
Berzerkers (Power Rating +15). Each model is armed with chains, bolt pistols, fragile grenades and cruak grenades. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-Before selecting the target, select one of the profiles below to make an attack with. Before selecting a target, select one of the
profiles below to create an attack. - Standard - Standard12Pistol 17-31- - Supercharge - Supercharge12Pistol 18-32If any untested hit rolls are made to an attack with this gun profile, the carrier is destroyed after a shootout with this weapon. If any unmoded hit rolls 1 are made to attack with this gun profile, the carrier is
destroyed after shooting with this weapon. MeleeMelee+1-11-Astartes chainswordAstartes chainswordMeleeUser-11Each time carrier fights, it makes 1 additional attack with this weapon. Whenever the carrier fights, it makes an additional 1 attack with this weapon. Grenade Frag grenadeFrag grenade
D6301BlastBlastKrak bomb 16-1D3- • Any Khorne Berzerker can replace its chain or bolt gun with a chain. • So that two Khorne Berzerkers can replace their bolt&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; with a plasma gun. • Champion Berzerker can replace the bolt gun and its chain with items from the List of
Champion Equipment. • One Khorne Berzerker in the unit can retrieve the Wrath Icon. HURU-HARA, KHORNE, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN
BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER HOSAIRSSCOURGED INFANTRY, KHORNE BERZERKERS 5 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv 35Mutilator 3 4 3+ 3+ 5 4 3 3 8 2+ These units contain 3 Mutilators. Every Mutilator is armed with a fleshmetal weapon. &lt;MARK OF= chaos=&gt;MELEE,
KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;CYMIC, CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTGERED
CORSAIRSSCOURGED INF DAEMON, CULT OF DESTRUCTION, MUTILATORS 5 NoNAME M WS BS S T A Ld Sv 16Noise Marine 4-19 6 3+ 3+ 44 1 2 7 3+ 16Noise Champion 1 6 3+ 3+ 4 4 1 3 8 3+ This unit contains 1 Noisy Champion and 4 Marin Bunyi. It can include up to 5 additional Marin Sounds (Power
Rating +5), up to 10 additional Marin Sounds (Power Rating +10) or up to 15 additional Marin Sounds (Power Rating +15). Each model is armed with a boltgun, bolt gun, fragile hand bomb and krak hand bomb. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES When attacking with this weapon, select one of the profiles below. If
you are attacking with this weapon, select one of the profiles below. - Single frequency - Single frequency48Heavy D38-2D3Blast. The unit receives no protection benefits to their reserves for attacks made with these weapons. The explosion. The unit receives no protection benefits to their reserves for attacks made with
these weapons. - Different frequency - Different frequency36D6-11Blast attack. The unit receives no protection benefits to their reserves for attacks made with these weapons. The explosion. The unit receives no protection benefits to their reserves for attacks made with these weapons. Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401BoltgunBoltgun24Rapid Fire 1401-8Assault D65-21This weapon automatically targets the target. The unit receives no protection benefits to their reserves for attacks made with these weapons. This weapon automatically hit the target. Units do not receive protection benefits to their savings for attacks made with these
weapons.24Assault 3401Units do not receive protection benefits to their deposit throws for attacks made with these weapons. The unit receives no protection benefits to their reserves for attacks made with these weapons. Astartes chainswordAstartes chainswordMeleeMeleeUser-11Each masa Carrier, he's making one
additional attack with this weapon. Each time the carrier bergi, he makes 1 additional attack with this weapon. Frag hand bomb Hand bombFrag Hand bomb D6301BlastBlastKrak hand bomb&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; 16-1D3- • Any model can replace its boltgun with a chain or
sonic blaster. • One Sound Marine can replace its boltgun with blastmaster. If the number ten or more units of models, the second Sound Marine can do this. • The Noise Champion can replace the bolt and boltgun pistol with items from the Champion Equipment list. • Noise champions can take siren doom. • One Noise
Marine can take an Overred Icon. CHAOS, SLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, CHILDREN OF ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIM MARINE SLAUGHTER
CORSAIRSCOURGED CORSAIRSCOURGED INFANTRY, NOISE MARINE 6 NoNAME M WS BS S W W A LD SV 18PlaGUE Marine 4-19 5 3+ 3+ 3+ 4 5 1 1 7 3+ 18Plague Champion 1 5 3+ 3+ 4 5 1 2 8 3+ Unit contains 1gue Champion plague and 4 Plague It can include up to 2 additional Plague Marines (Power +
Rating+ 2), up to 5 additional Marine Plague (Power Rating +4), up to 10 additional Plague Marines (Power Rating +9) or up to 15 additional Plague Marines (Power Rating +14). Each model is armed with plague knives, boltguns, grenades and crack grenades. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 24Serangan 262D3You may re-roll the wound roll 1 for this weapon. You can re-roll the 1 wound roll for this weapon. Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-BoltgunBoltgun24Rapid Fire 1401-12Menyerang 18-4D6Each time attack made with these weapons targeting units in the half range, The attack had a D6+2 Damage feature each time
an attack made with these weapons targeted the unit in the half range, the attack had a D6+2.9Serangan D6401You damage feature could re-roll the wound roll 1 for this weapon. These weapons automatically hit their targets. You can re-roll the 1 wound roll for this weapon. The weapon automatically hits the target.9
Heavy D65-11You can re-roll the 1 wound roll for this weapon. These weapons automatically hit their targets. You can re-roll the 1 wound roll for this weapon. These weapons automatically hit their targets. Before selecting a target, select one of the profiles below to create an attack. Before selecting a target, select one of
the profiles below to create an attack. - Standard - Standard24Rapid Fire 17-31- - Supercharge - Supercharge24Rapid Fire 18-32If any untested hit rolls are made for an attack with this gun profile, the carrier is destroyed after a shootout with this weapon. If any unmoded hit rolls 1 are made to attack with this gun profile,
the carrier is destroyed after shooting with this weapon. Before selecting a target, select one of the profiles below to create an attack. Before selecting a target, select one of the profiles below to create an attack. Standard - Standard12Pistol 17-31- - Supercharge - Supercharge12Pistol 18-32If any unalred 1 hit roll is
made for attacks with the profile of this weapon, &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; the carrier is destroyed after a shooting with this weapon. If any unmoded hit rolls 1 are made to attack with this gun profile, the carrier is destroyed after shooting with this weapon. MeleeMelee+1-21You can re-roll the wound roll 1 for this
weapon. You can re-roll the 1 wound roll for this weapon. MeleeMelee+2-22You can re-roll the wound roll 1 for this weapon. Make a D3 hit roll every time you attack with this weapon. Excessive damage from these weapons is not lost; On the other hand, continuing to allocate damage to other models in the target unit
until either all damages have been allocated or the target is destroyed. You can re-roll the 1 wound roll for this weapon. Make a D3 hit roll every time you attack with this weapon. Excessive damage from these weapons is not lost; On the other hand, continuing to allocate damage to other models in the target unit until
either all damages have been allocated or the target is destroyed. MeleeMeleex2-3D6You may re-roll the wound 1 for this weapon. When attacking with this weapon, you must push 1 from the hit roll. You can re-roll the 1 wound roll for this weapon. When attacking with this weapon, you must push 1 from the hit roll.
MeleeMelee+2-13You can re-roll the wound roll 1 for this weapon. When attacking with this weapon, you must push 1 from the hit roll. You can re-roll the 1 wound roll for this weapon. When attacking with this weapon, you must push 1 from the hit roll. Knife outbreakPlague knifeMeleeMeleeUser01You can reel roll the
wound 1 for this weapon. You can re-roll the 1 wound roll for this weapon. PlagueswordPlagueswordMeleeMeleeUser01You could reel failed wound rolls for this weapon. You can roll back the failed wound rolls for these weapons. MeleeMeleex2-32Each time attacks are made with these weapons, minus 1 from the struck
attack roll. Whenever an attack is made with this weapon, minus 1 from the hit roll of the attack. Grenade slight grenades 6Bom grenades D6301Blast. You can re-roll the 1 wound roll for this weapon. Explosion. You can re-roll the 1 wound roll for this weapon. Grenade Krak Grenades Grenades 16-1D3- • Champion of
the Plague can replace his plague knife with an outbreak. • Champion of the Plague can replace its boltgun with a bolt pistol, plasma pistol or plasma gun. • Epidemic champions can take power fixation. • Up to two Epidemic Marines can each replace their boltguns with either plague spewers, plague belchers, slight
launchers, cascading or plasma guns. • Any Plague Marines can replace their boltguns with either a bubotic axe or a second plague knife. • Up to two Each outbreak can replace their boltguns with mace contagion and bubotic axes. • Up to two Plague Marines can each replace their boltguns with either a great plague
bitterness or corruption flail. • An Epidemic Marine with boltgun or with two plague knives can also take the Despair Icon. ◦ The The Champions can replace bolt and boltgun pistols with power generators and plasma guns, or with items from the List of Champion Equipment. ◦ One Wabak Marin in the unit can take the
Icon of Despair. ◦ So that two Wabak Marin can take a plasma gun, or replace their boltgun with a light saddle or one item from the List of Typical Weapons. MELEE, NURGLE, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD
BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON FLOWER SLAUGHTER HOSAIRSSCOURGED INFANTRY, PLAGUE MARIN 5 NoNAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv 20Possesed 5-20 7 3+ 3+ 3+ 5 4 2 * 8 3+ This unit contains 5 Owned. It may include up to 5 Additional Ownership (Power
Rating +5), up to 10 Additional Owned (Power Rating +10) or up to 15 Additional Owned (Power Rating +15). Each model attacks with a terrible mutation. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Terrible mutationHorrifying mutationMeleeMeleeUser-21- • One model may take the Melee Icon. &lt;MARK OF=
chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;CYMIC, CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON
SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED INF DAEMON, HAS 6 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv 18Rubric Marine 4-19 5 3+ 3+ 4 4 1 7 3+ 18Aspiring Sorcer 1 6 3+ 3 + 4 4 1 2 8 3+ This unit contains 1 Aspire Sorcer and 4 Marin Rubric. It can include up to 5 additional Marin Rubrics (Power
Rating +6), up to 10 additional Marin Rubrics (Power Rating +12) or up to 15 additional Marin Rubrics (Power Rating +18). • Each Marin Rubric is armed with an inferno boltgun. • Aspiring sorcerers armed with power staves and bolt inferno pistols. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Inferno bolt pistolInferno bolt
pistol12Pistol 14-21-Inferno boltgunInferno boltgun24Rapid Fire 14-21-Before selecting a target, select one of the profiles below to make an attack with. Before selecting a target, select one of the profiles below to create an attack. - Standard - Standard12Pistol 17-31- - Supercharge - Supercharge12Pistol 18-32If any
unalred roll of hit 1 is made for attacks with the profile of this weapon, the carrier is destroyed after firing with this weapon. If any unalmamented hit roll 1 is made for an attack with the profile of this weapon, the carrier is destroyed after firing with this weapon.24Berat 45-31-6A D63-21This weapon automatically hits the
target. This weapon automatically intercepts targets.8 The D64-21This attack automatically hit the target. This weapon automatically hit the target. Force staveForce staveMeleeMelee+3-1D3-Force axeMeleeMelee+2-2D3-Force swordForce SwordMeleeMelee+1-3D3- • Sorcer Aspiring may bolt inferno pistol with plasma
pistol or warpameam&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; Everywhere Marin Rubric could replace the inferno boltgun with a warplane. • For every ten models in the unit, one Marin Rubric can replace its inferno boltgun with a soulreaper gun. • One Marin Rubric may take the Fire Icon. ◦
Aspiring Sorcer can replace its power with a power pack or a power sword. Aspiring sorcerers can attempt to demonstrate a psikik power in each friendly phase of Psikik, and attempt to deny a psychedeical power in each phase of the enemy's Psikik. He knows the power of the Smite psyche. When the Aspiring Sorcer
demonstrates the psikik power of Smite, he causes one death wound instead of D3, or D3 death wound instead of D6 if the psikik test results are more than 10. MELEE, TZEENTCH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT
LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON FLOWER SLAUGHTER CORSAIRSCOURGED INFANTRY, PSYKER, PSYKER, RUBRIC MARIN 8 NoNAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv 23Terminator 4-9 5 3+ 3+ 4 4 2 2 8 2+ 23Minator Champion 1 5 3+ 3+ 4 4 4 2 3 9 2+
This unit contains 1 It can include up to 5 additional Terminators (Power Rating +8). Each model is armed with a combi-bolter and chainaxe. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 24Rapid Fire 2401-12Heavy D65-11Each the time the attack was made with this weapon, the attack automatically struck the target. Each
time an attack is made with this weapon, it automatically hits the target.36C 47-21-MeleeMelee+1-11-Kilat ClawMeleeUser-21Each carrier, he makes 1 additional attack with this weapon. Each time an attack is made with this weapon, you can roll back the wound roll. Each time the carrier bergi, he makes 1 additional
attack with this weapon. Each time an attack is made with this weapon, you can roll back the wound roll. MeleeMelee+2-21- • Any model can replace a kombi-bolter with one item from the Combi Weapons list. • Any model can replace its chain with an item from the Melee Terminator Weapons list. • Any model can
replace the kombi-bolter and chainaxe with a pair of flashes. • For every five models in the unit, one Chaos Terminator can replace its combi-bolter with a heavy flamer or reaper autocannon. • One model may take the Melee Icon. ◦ Any model can replace its power axe with an item from the Melee Terminator Weapons
list. ◦ Any model can replace a combi gun and a power axe with a pair of caku lightning. &lt;MARK OF= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;CYMIC, CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD
BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED INF 4 NoNAME M WS BS BS S W A Ld Sv 70Chaos Ogryn 1 6 3+ 4+ 5 5 6 4 8 5+ A Chaos Ogryn adalah satu&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt;
&lt;/LEGION&gt; armed with scratched maul and mutant claws. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Mutant clawMutant clawMeleeMeleeUser-22Each time carrier fights, before a carrier makes any other attack, it can make one (and only one) attack with this weapon. If an attack hits, you can re-roll the rolls for attacks
made by carriers targeting the unit until the end of the phase. Whenever a carrier fights, before a carrier makes any other attack, it can make one (and only one) attack with this weapon. If an attack hits, you can re-roll the rolls for attacks made by carriers targeting the unit until the end of the phase. Scavenged
maulScavenged maulMeleeMelee+2-12- CHAO, SLAVE CHARACTER ABYSS, INFANTRY, CHAOS OGRYN 2 NoNAME M WS BS S T W W A Ld Sv 35Cultist Firebrand 1 6 3+ 3+ 4 4 3 6 4+ A Cultist Firebrand is the sole model armed with hellfire, laspistol, wheat WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Hellfire
torchHellfire torch8Assault D65-12This weapons automatically hits its target. These weapons automatically hit their targets. LaspistolLaspistol12Pistol 1301-Frag grenadeFrag grenade D6301BlastBlastKrak grenade HandicraftKrak grenadeKrak 16-1D3- Servants of the Abyss CHAOS, SLAVES CHARACTER ABYSS,
INFANTRY, CULTIST FIREBRAND 2 NoNAME M WS BS S S W A Ld Sv Negavolt Cultist 4Negavolt Cultist 6 3+ 4+ 3 3 3 3 8 6+ This unit contains 4 Cults of Negavolt. Each model is armed with electro-goad. Only one of these units can be included in your military. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES ElectrogoadsElectro-goadsMeleeMelee+201Each hits a 6+ roll made with this gun score of 3 hits. Each hit rolls 6+ made with this gun score 3 hits. CHAOS, SLAVE INFANTRY ABYSS, CULT NEGAVOLT 2 NoNAME M WS BS BS S W W A Ld Sv 35Rogue Psyker 1 6 4+ 4+ 4 4 4 2 8 5+ A Rogue Psyker is a single model
armed with laspistol and Huru-hara No more than two of these models can be incorporated into your military. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES LaspistolLaspistol12Pistol 1301-Chaos staveChaos staveMeleeUser-1D3- This model can try to show a psychic power in every friendly Psychic phase, and attempt to
deny one psychic power in each phase of the friendly Psychic, and attempt to deny a psychic power in every phase of the friendly Psychic, and attempts to deny a psychic power in every friendly Psychic phase, and try to deny a psychic power in each friendly Psychic phase , and attempt to deny one psychic power in
each friendly Psychic phase, and attempt to deny a psychic force in every phase of friendly Psychics, and attempts to deny a psychic power in every friendly Psychic phase, and try to deny one psychic power in every phase of friendly Psychic, and try to deny one psychic power in each friendly Psychic phase, and try to
deny one psychic power in each phase of friendly Psychics, and try to deny one psychic power in each friendly Psychic phase, and try to deny one psychic power in each friendly Psychic phase, and try to deny one psychic power in each friendly Psychic phase, and try to deny one psychic power in each friendly Psychic
phase, and try to deny one psychic power in each friendly Psychic phase, and try deny one psychic power in each phase of friendly Psychics, and attempts to deny one psychic power in every phase of the friendly Psychic, and attempts to deny one psychic power in every friendly Psychic phase, and attempts to deny one
psychic power in each phase It knows the power of Smite. CHAOS, SLAVE CHARACTER ABYSS, INFANTRY, PSYKER, ROGUE PSYKER 10 NoNAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv 100Chaos Decimator 1 10 3+ 3+ 7 7 8 5 8 3+ A Chaos Decimator is a model. It comes with two nails of each Decimator siege with built-in
hellflamer. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Siege siege clawDecimator siege ClawMeleeMelee+2-33-8Senjata D65-12This automatically hits its target. The weapon automatically hit a target.24Serangan 56-21-24Serangan 2D3-01Each managed to hit a roll made with these weapons inflicting death wounds
rather than normal damage. If any hit roll made in a certain phase produces a score or '1', then then The shooting unit suffered one mortal wound. This effect can only occur once per phase regardless of how many '1' results are launched. Each successful roll hit is made with this weapon inserting death wounds rather
than normal damage. If any hit roll made in a certain phase causes a score or '1', then the shooting unit suffers one death wound. This effect can only occur once per phase regardless of how many '1' results are launched.36Berat 48-12If per unit has any model killed by any butcher cannon in the Shooting phase, the unit
must push 2 of its Leadership for another turn. This modifier is not cumulative. If the unit has any model slapped by any butcher cannon in the Shooting phase, the unit must push 2 of its Leadership for another turn. This non-cumulative modifier.72AA Weight 16-3D3This should not be fired at any turn in which the model
carrying it has moved. In addition, for every 24 between carriers and targets, increase Strength by +2 and Damage by +D3. If the model is removed from playing as a victim as a result of wounds caused by these weapons, then the target unit suffers an additional 2D6 hits at Strength 6, AP 0, causing 1 Damage. These
extra hits don't provoke any more hits themselves. These weapons cannot be fired at any turn where the model carrying it has moved. In addition, for every 24 between carriers and targets, increase Strength by +2 and Damage by +D3. If the model is removed from playing as a victim as a result of wounds caused by
these weapons, then the target unit suffers an additional 2D6 hits at Strength 6, AP 0, causing 1 Damage. These extra hits don't provoke any more hits themselves. • Chaotic Decimator Can replace any of its Decimator siege with built-in hellflamer with any of the following weapons: - Soulburner petard - butcher cannon Butcher cannon - Pioneer storm DEimator HURU-HARA, &LT;MARK of= chaos=&gt;KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &LT;LEGION&gt;CYNICAL, CHILDREN OF ALPHA LEGIONBLACK BREEDERS LEGIONEMPEROR LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATING VEHICLES, BILEBRAZEN
BEASTSCRIMSON ENDLESS SLAUGHTER DAEMON, DAEMON ENGINE, CHAOTIC DECIMATOR 6 NoNAME M WS BS S T WS Wd S A Ld Sv 72Ferrum Infernus Chaos Dreadnought 172Ferrum Infernus Chaos Dread 8 3+ 3+ 6 8 4 8 3+ This unit contains one Ferrum Infernus Chaos Dreadnought equipped with
multiple cascists and Helbrute fists. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 24Rapid Fire 2401-12Heavy D65-11Each the time the attacks were made with these weapons, the attack automatically hit the target. Whenever an attack is made with these weapons, the attack automatically hits the target.+20Helbrute gun
plasma cannon36Thing D38-32Blast. Each time an unalmented hit roll 1 is made for an attack with this weapon, the carrier suffers 1 mortal wound after firing with this&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; Whenever an untested hit rolls 1 made for an attack with this weapon, the carrier suffered 1 mortal wound
after shooting with this weapon. When attacking with this weapon, select one of the profiles below. When attacking with this weapon, select one of the profiles below. - Fragile missile - Fragile missile48Heavy D6401BlastBlast - Krak missile - Krak48Berat Missile 18-2D6-24Berat 28-4D6Each attack time made with these
weapons targets units in half range, The attack has the characteristics of D6+2. Damage Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit in the half range, the attack has the characteristics of D6+2 Damage.Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit within half range , the attack has the
characteristics of D6+2. Damage Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit within half range, The attack has the characteristics of D6+2 Damage each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit in the half range, the attack has the characteristics of D6+2 Damage.Each time an attack is
made with this weapon targeting a unit within half range, the attack has the characteristics of D6+2.Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit in the range of half, the attack has characteristics of D6+2.Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit within half range, the attack has the
characteristics of D6+2.Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit within half range, the attack has the characteristics of D6+2.Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit within half range, the attack has the characteristics of D6+2.Each time an attack is made with this weapon
targeting a unit within half range, the attack has the characteristics of D6+2.Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit within half range, the attack has the characteristics of D6+2.Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit , the attack has the characteristics of D6+2. Damage Each
time an attack is made with this weapon targeting a unit within half range, The attack has characteristic Damage D the attack has characteristics of Damage D6+2.36Berat 47-21-36Berat 65-12-48Berat 29-3D6-Helbrute fistHelbrute fistMeleeMeleex2-33-MeleeMeleex2-4DWhe you must push 1 from the hit roll. When
attacking with this weapon, you must push 1 from the hit roll. MeleeMelee+2-22Each carrier fight time, it can make 3 additional attacks with these weapons. Whenever a carrier fights, it can make 3 additional attacks with these weapons. • This model can replace a variety of cascades with a second Helbrute fist, or twin
heavy bolters, twin lascannons, Helbrute plasma cannons, or autocannon reapers. • This model can replace a Helbrute fist with a missile launcher. • This model can replace each Helbrute fist with a Helbrute hammer or a torment of power. • This model can incorporate a combi-bolter or heavy flamer into every Helbrute
fist. &LT;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, THE CHILDREN OF ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATS THE BILEBRAZEN MASSACRE OF
BEASTSCRIMSON HELBRUTE, FERRUM INFERNUS CHAOS DREADNOUGHT 9 NONAME M WS BS WS WH! A Ld Sv 105Hellforged Contemptor Dreadnought 1105Hellforged Contemptor Dreadnought 9 2+ 2+ 7 6-10+ 4 3+ 6 3+ 3+ 7 7 3-5 4 8 3+ 4+ 4+ 7 7 1-2 4 8 3+ A Hellforged Contemptor Dreadnought is a
single model. It comes with two hellforged deathclaws and two combi-bolters. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITY Death Hellforged deathclawHellforged deathclawMeleeMeleex2-33-Hellforged chainclawHellforged chainclawMeleeMeleex2-44-24Rapid Fire 2401-18Menyerang 28-32If any hit rolls made in certain
phase decisions in the '1' score, then the shooting unit suffered one death wound. If any hit roll made in a certain phase resulted in a '1' score, then the firing unit suffered a mortal wound.8Senjata D65-12This weight automatically hit its target. These weapons automatically hit the target.24Serangan D3-01Each managed
to hit a roll made with these weapons inflicting death wounds rather than normal damage. Each successful roll made with this weapon violates mortal wounds instead of normal damage.36Berat 48-12If one unit has any intentional model by any butcher cannon in Shooting &amp; lt;/LEGION&gt; &amp; &lt;Mark&gt;
&lt;/MARK&gt; the unit must reject 2 of its Leadership for another turn. This modifier is not cumulative. If the unit has any model slapped by any butcher cannon in the Shooting phase, the unit must push 2 of its Leadership for another turn. The modifier is not cumulative.36Berat 65-12-24Berat 28-4D6Each the time the
attacks made with these weapons target units within half range, that the attacks have characteristics of D6+2. Each time an attack is made with these weapons targeting units within half range, The attack has the characteristics of Damage D6+2.48 Weight 47-12-48 Weight 29-3D6-24 Weight D37-3D3BlastBlast24
Weights 67-11-72SenAsta weighing 16-3D3This may not be fired at any of the gilding In addition, for every 24 between carriers and targets, increase Strength by +2 and Damage by +D3. If the model is removed from playing as a victim as a result of wounds caused by these weapons, then the target unit suffers an
additional 2D6 hits at Strength 6, AP 0, causing 1 Damage. These extra hits don't provoke any more hits themselves. These weapons cannot be fired at any turn where the model carrying it has moved. In addition, for every 24 between carriers and targets, increase Strength by +2 and Damage by +D3. If the model is
removed from playing as a victim as a result of wounds caused by these weapons, then the target unit suffers an additional 2D6 hits at Strength 6, AP 0, causing 1 Damage. These additional hits do not trigger yet hits themselves.48Heavy D6501BlastBlast • A Hellforged Contemptor can replace one or both deaths with a
chain. • Contemporary Hellforged may replace one death and one combi-bolter with one of the following weapons (both dead nails and combi-bolter must be replaced). Alternatively, it can replace both deaths and both combi-bolters for the following two weapons: - Twin heavy bolters - Multi-melta - Twin autocannon Ectoplasma cannon - Kheres attack cannons - C-beams cannons - Butcher Cannon - Twin Lascannon • One or both combinations of bolters can be replaced with one of the following: - Hellflamer - Ectoplasma blaster - Soulburner • This model may take a catastrophic launcher. &LT;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS,
KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATS THE BILEBRAZEN MASSACRE OF BEASTSCRIMSON DREADNOUGHT, HELBRUTE, HELLFORGED,
HELLFORGED CONTEMPTOR DREADNOUGHT 8TH NONAM MS. Predate Ld Sv 90Hellforged 1 1 12 5+ 3+ 6 7-11+ 4 8 3+ 6 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 4+6 7 3-6 4 8 3+ 3 3+ 5+ 6 7 1-2 4 8 3+ Hellforged Predial is a single model. It comes with a plasma destroyer and Infernal. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Hunger
Infernal StarvationMeleeMeleeUser-31-+45 Infernal flamestorm cannon +45Infernal&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; cannon8Berat 2D65-12This of weapons automatically hits its target. These weapons automatically hit the target.24Heavy D310-4D6Blast. If the target of an attack by these weapons is in the
half range, roll the extra leaves when inflicting damage and throwing the lowest yield. Explosion. If the target of an attack by these weapons is in the half range, roll the extra leaves when inflicting damage and throwing the lowest results.72 Armamenta Weight 16-3D3This cannot be fired at any turn in which the model
leading it has moved. In addition, for every 24 between carriers and targets, increase Strength by +2 and Damage by +D3. If the model is removed from playing as a victim as a result of wounds caused by these weapons, then the target unit suffers an additional 2D6 hits at Strength 6, AP 0, causing 1 Damage. These
extra hits don't provoke any more hits themselves. These weapons cannot be fired at any turn where the model carrying it has moved. In addition, for every 24 between carriers and targets, increase Strength by +2 and Damage by +D3. If the model is removed from playing as a victim as a result of wounds caused by
these weapons, then the target unit suffers an additional 2D6 hits at Strength 6, AP 0, causing 1 Damage. These additional hits did not trigger further hits of themselves.36Berat 2D37-32BlastBlast36 Weight gains 35-12-48 Weights 19-3D6-12Masa D65-11Each heavy attacks were made with these weapons, the attack
automatically hit the target. Whenever an attack is made with this weapon, the attack automatically hits the target.48Berat 2D37-13-48Berat 29-3D6-48Heavy D6501BlastBlast • Predator Hellforged can replace the plasma destroyer with any which one of the following weapons: - Magna-melta cannon - C-beam cannon infernal flared cannon - Predator autocannon - Twin Lascannon • Hellforged Predator can also be equipped with either two heavy bolters, two lascannons or two heavy flavoars. • Hellforged Predates can also be equipped with a havoc launcher or an item from the Combi Weapons list. &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS,

KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAESH, ASTARTES HERE, &AMP; LEGION&GT;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER SLAUGHTER HELLFORGED,
HELLFORGED PREDATOR 12 NONAME MS A Ld Sv 180Hellforged Sicaran 1 14 4+ 3+ 6 7 7-14+ 4 8 3+ 10 4+ 4+ 4 + 6 7 3-6 3 8 3+ 8 4+ 5+ 6 7 1-2 8 3+ A Hellforged Sicaran is a single model. It comes with twin sprint autocannon, heavy bolter and infernal hunger. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Hungernal
HungerNal HungerMeleeEUser-31-Twin sprint autocannonTwin sprint autocannon48Serangan 87-12Attacks made with this weapon did not suffer for hit roll when targeting units with FLY keywords In addition, each 6+ roll wound is made with this &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; increase the ap of the
individual's wound to -3.Attacks made with this weapon do not experience a penalty to the roll hit when targeting the unit with the fly keyword. In addition, each 6+ roll wound made with this weapon increases the ap of that individual's wound to -3.36Heavy 35-12-48Berat 19-3D6-48Heavy D6501BlastBlast • A Hellforged
Sicaran can also be equipped with either two heavy bolters or two lascanons • Hellforged Sicaran can also be equipped with a havoc launch or an item from the Combi Weapons list. &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&GT;HERE, CHILDREN ALPHA
LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EAT MURDER BERAMA BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTGERED CORSAIRSCOURGED HELLFORGED SICARAN 5 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv 25Biker 2-8 14 3+
3+ 3+ 4 5 2 1 7 3+ 25Biker Champion 1 14 3+ 3+ 4 5 2 2 8 3+ This unit contains 1 Biker Champion and 2 Bikers It can include up to 3 additional Bikers ( Power Rating +4) or so 6 additional Bikers (Power Rating +8). Each model is armed with a bolt gun, a fragile hand bomb and a krak hand bomb, and rides a bicycle
equipped with a kombi-bolter. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-24Rapid Fire 2401-Astartes chainswordAstartes chainswordMeleeMeleeUser-11Each carrier, he made 1 additional attack with this weapon. Each time the carrier bergi, he makes 1 additional attack with this weapon.
Frag hand bomb Hand bombFragBom hand D6301BlastBlastKrak hand bombKrakBom hand 16-1D3- • Any Biker can replace its bolt gun with a chain. • Champion Bikers can replace their bolt gun with one item from the List of Champion Equipment. • So that two Bikers can take one additional item from the Typical
Weapons list, or replace their bike combi-bolter with one item from the Typical Weapons list. • One model may take the Melee Icon. Death to the False Emperor, Courageous Discipline, Riot of Hate Attacks, &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, HERE ASTARTES, &lt;LEGION&gt;ALPHA
LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD MAKANERSCREATIONS BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER CORSAIRSSCOURGED BIKERS 1 NoNAME M WS BS BS S W A LD Sv 23Chaos Spawn 1-5 7 4+ - 5 5 5 4 D6 9 5+ This unit
contains 1-5 7 4+ - 5 5 5 4 D6 9 5+ This unit contains 1 It can include up to 4 Spawns Additional melee (Power Rating +1 per model). Each Chaos Spawn attack with a stealth mutation. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Hiding MutationsHideous MutationMeleeMeleeUser-22- MELEE, &lt;MARK of
chaos=&gt;KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, HERE ASTARTES, &lt;LEGION&gt;CHILDREN ALPHABLA LEGIONCK LEGIONEMPEROR LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EAT BERUANG BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON PENYEMBELIHAN RASUK MS&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt;
&lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; T W A Ld Sv 18Raptor 4-14 12 3+ 3+ 4 4 1 7 3+ 18Raptor Champion 1 12 3+ 3+ 4 4 1 2 8 3+ This unit contains 1 Raptor Champion and 4 Raptor. It can include up to 5 additional Raptors (Power Rating +4) or up to 10 additional Raptors (Power Rating +8).
Each model is armed with a bolt gun, chainsword, fragile hand bomb and krak hand bomb. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401-Before selecting a target, select one of the profiles below to make an attack with. Before selecting a target, select one of the profiles below to create an
attack. - Standard - Standard12Pistol 17-31- - Supercharge - Supercharge12Pistol 18-32If any unalred roll of hit 1 is made for attacks with the profile of this weapon, the carrier is destroyed after firing with this weapon. If any unmomediated hit roll 1 is made for an attack with the profile of this weapon, the carrier is
destroyed after firing with this weapon. Astartes chainswordAstartes chainswordMeleeMeleeUser-11Each carrier, he made 1 additional attack with this weapon. Each time the carrier bergi, he makes 1 additional attack with this weapon. Frag hand bomb Hand bombFrag Hand bomb D6301BlastBlastKrak hand bombKrak
hand bomb 16-1D3- • So that two Raptors can replace their bolt gun and chain with plasma pistol and chain, or with one item from the List of Typical Weapons. • Raptor champions can replace bolt pistols and their chains with items from the List of Champion Equipment. • One model may take the Melee Icon. &lt;MARK
OF= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;SINITIK, CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON
SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED INF PEK JUMP, FLY, RAPTORS 6 NoNAME M WS BS S T A Ld Sv 17Warp Talon 4-9 12 3+ 3+ 4 4 1 8 3+ 17Warp Talon Champion 1 12 3+ 3+ 4 4 1 2 8 3+ This unit contains 1 4 Talon Warp. It can include up to 5 additional Talon Warp (Power Rating
+6). Each model is armed with two lightning nails. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Lightning clawLightning clawMeleeMeleeUser-21Each carrier, he made 1 additional attack with this weapon. Each time an attack is made with this weapon, you can roll back the wound roll. Each time the carrier bergi, he makes 1
additional attack with this weapon. Each time an attack is made with this weapon, you can roll back the wound roll. &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;HURU-HARA, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;CYNICAL, CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON
WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED INF DAEMON, PEK JUMP, FLY, WARP TALONS 9 NONAME M WS BS S W! Penyembelihan Ld Sv 180Blood Khorne 1180Blood
Penyembelihan Khorne 10 3+ 4 +&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; 7 7-10+ 6 7 3+ 8 3+ 4+ 7 7 4-6 5 7 3+ 6 3+ 4+ 6 7 1-3 4 7 3+ Khorne Blood Slaughter is one model. It is equipped with slaughter blades and harpoon torsak. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES A
slaughter bladeMeleeMelee+2-33A blade equipped with two slaughter blades can make 1 additional attack with the weapon each time it strikes. A model equipped with two slaughter blades can make an additional attack with a weapon each time it strikes. Impaler harpoonImpaler harpoon12 Attack 18-33Ji carriers
wearing vehicle units or MONSTER he had previously successfully hit with this weapon in the same shooting phase, adding +2 to their charge roll. If the carrier is wearing a VEHICLE unit or MONSTER, it has previously successfully hit with this weapon in the same turn Shooting phase, adding +2 to their charge roll. •
The slaughter of Khorne's blood may replace his pendesak harpoon with a second slaughter bar. MELEE, KHORNE, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN
BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER VEHICLE SLAUGHTERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED, DAEMON, DAEMON ENGINE, BLOOD SLAUGHTER KHORNE 13 NONAME M WS BS S T W! A Ld Sv 255Greater Blight Drone 1 14 4+ 3+ 6 7 8-12+ 3 7 3+ 10 4+ 3 + 5 7 4-7 D3 7 3+ 6 4+ 3+ 4 7 1-3 7 3+ Drone A Greater Blight is
a single model. It is equipped with blightreaper cannon, maw hempedu and wabak investigation. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bile maw12Pistol D38-2D3You can roll back any roll of wound 1 when attacking with this weapon. You can roll back any wound roll 1 when attacking with this weapon. Blightreaper
cannonBlightreaper cannon36Ar the 47-12Each time you make a 6+ wound roll for this weapon, that hit is completed with AP-3 instead of -1.Every time you make a 6+ wound roll for this weapon, the hit is completed with AP-3 instead of -1.Wabak probePlague probeMeleeMeleeUser-2D3You can roll back the wound roll
1 for this weapon. You can roll back the wound roll 1 for this weapon. MELEE, NURGLE, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;SINITIK, ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON
SLAUGHTER VEHICLE SLAUGHTERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED, DAEMON, DAEMON ENGINE, FLY, GREATER BLIGHT DRONE 7 NONAME M WS BS S T W! A Ld Sv 130Hellforged Dreadclaw Drop Pod 1130Hellforged Dreadclaw Drop Pod 15 4+ 5+ 7 7 8-10+ 4 8 3 + 3 + 15 4+ 5+ 5 7 4-7 3 8 3+ 15 4+ 5+ 3 7 1-3
D3 8 3+ A Hellforged Dreadclaw is a single model. It is equipped with blade struts and heat jets. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Blade strutsBlade strutsMeleeMeleeUser-22-JetsThermal jets6Pistol D66-11When These weapons automatically inflict D6 hits on each unit, friendly or enemy, with at least one model
in range. Weapons can only be &amp;lt;/LEGION&gt; &amp; lt;/LEGION&gt; if more enemy units will be affected than friendly. When fired, these weapons automatically inflict D6 hits on each unit, friendly or enemy, with at least one model in range. The weapon can only be used if more enemy units will be affected than
friendly ones. The model CAN CREDENTIAL 10 &LT;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER HOSAIRSSCOURGED MODEL INFANTRY. Each JUMP
pack or TERMINATOR model takes up the space of two other models. The model can instead transport ONE HELLFORGED CONTEMPTOR DREADNOUGHT, DECIMATOR CHAOS OR HELBRUTE, and no other models. It cannot transport HELLFORGED LEVIATHAN DREADNOUGHT or HELLFORGED DEREDEO
DREADNOUGHT. &LT;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATS THE BILEBRAZEN MASSACRE OF BEASTSCRIMSON
TRANSPORT, DROP POD, HELLFORGED, FLYING, HELLFORGED DREADCLAW DROP POD 18 NONAME M BS BS A Ld Sv 350Hellforged Kharybdis Nail Attack 1350Hellforged Kharybdis Nail Attack 15 4+ 4 + 9 8 10-16+ 8 8 3 + 3 +3 + 15 4+ 4+ 7 8 5-9 6 8 3+ 15 4+ 4+ 5 1-4 D6 8 3+ A Hellforged Kharybdis is a
single model. It comes with blade struts, various heat jets, casced cutters and five Kharybdis storm launchers. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Blade strutsBlade strutsMeleeUser-22-Melta cutterMelee16-52D6Normal attacks may not be made using this profile, On the other hand if Hellforged Kharybdis manages
to charge a model with a VEHICLE keyword, MONSTER or TITANIC, the guard player can choose to forget all his standard attacks to make a single attack with this profile that hits his target on 2+. Common attacks may not be made using this profile, on the other hand if Hellforged Kharybdis manages to charge models
with VEHICLE keywords, MONSTER or TITANIC, the guard player can choose to forget all his standard attacks to make a single attack with this profile that hits his target on 2+. Jet thermal arrayThermal jet array6Pistol D68-1D3When fired, these weapons automatically inflict D6 hits on each unit, friendly or enemy, with
at least one model in range. The weapon can only be used if more enemy units will be affected than friendly ones. When fired, these weapons automatically inflict D6 hits on each unit, friendly or enemy, with at least one model in range. The weapon can only be used if more enemy units will be affected than friendly ones.
Storm launcher KharybdisKharybdis launcher storm24Berat 36-11- The Model could transport 20 LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt;
&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; CORSAIRSCOURGED INFANTRY MODEL HOSTPURGERED. &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;HURU-HARA, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT
LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EAT MURDER IN CROWDS BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON HAULING, DROP POD, HELLFORGED, FLYING, HELLFORGED KHARYBDIS NAIL ATTACK 8 JAS M NAME WS BS S T W! Ld Sv 130Heldrake 1 30 3+ 4+ 7 7 7-12+ 4 8 3+ 20 4+ 7 4-4-46 3 8 3+ 10+ 5+ 4+ 7 1-3 2 8
3+ A Heldrake is a single model equipped with autocannon and Heldrake nails. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 18 Attack the D66-22This weapon automatically targets the target. This weapon automatically hits the target.36Berat 48-12-Heldrake clawsHeldrake clawsMeleeMeleeUser-1D3When attacks models
that can FLY, you can add 1 to the roll hit of this weapon. When attacking models that can FLY, you can add 1 to the roll hit of this weapon. • This model can replace its autocannon had with baleflamer. &lt;MARK OF= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES HERE,
&lt;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON MURDER SLAUGHTER CORSAIRSSCOURGED VEHICLES, DAEMON, DAEMON ENGINE, FLY, PEGANGRAKE 22
NONAME MS A Ld Sv 280Chaos Fire Raptor Assault Gunship 1280Chaos Fire Raptor Assault Gunship 20-45 6+ 3+ 8 7 8-16+ 3 9 3 + 20 -30 6+ 4+ 8 7 4-7 D3 9 3+ 20 6+ 5+ 8 7 1-3 1 9 3+ A Chaos Fire Raptor Gunship is a single model. He was equipped with a bolt avenger cannon, two quad weight bolters and a
hellstrike guided bullet. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Bolt avenger twin cannonTwin avenger bolt cannon36Weight 106-22-36Weight 67-11-36 Weight 125-11-72Weight 28-33-48Weight 29-3d6-36Weight 2D36-1D3Blast. Units that are based on these weapons do not get any bonuses for throwing their savings
because they are protected. The explosion. Units that are based on these weapons do not get any bonuses for throwing their savings because they are protected. • This model can replace two quad heavy bolters with two reaper batteries. • This model can replace hell-guided bullets with balefire guided bullets or two
stretched lascannons. MELEE, &lt;MARK OF= chaos=&gt;KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES HERE, CULT OF EYRINE, &lt;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN
BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTPURED CORSAIRSCOS VEHICLE, FLYING, MELEE FIRE CANNON ATTACK 8 NoNAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv 100Chaos Hell Blade 1 18-60 6+ 3+ 6 6 8 8 8 8 3+ A Hell Blade is one model. He was equipped with two Helstorm cannons.
WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 36Masa 26-23Each your weight launches a 6+ wound roll for this weapon, mortal injuries in addition to any other damage. Every time you roll a 6+ roll wound for this&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt;
The target suffered mortal wounds in addition to other damage.48Berat 19-3D6- • The model could replace two Helstorm cannons with two lascannons. &LT;MARK OF= chaos=&gt;CHAOS, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES HERE, EYRINE CULT, &AMP; LT;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK
LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON AIRCRAFT SLAUGHTER CORSAIRSSCOURGED, VEHICLES, FLYING, CHAOS HELL BLADES 13 NONAME MS BS A Ld Sv 195Chaos Hell Talon 1 20-60 6+
3+ 7 7 7-12+ 12+3 8 3+ 20-40 6+ 4+ 7 7 4-6 D3 8+ 20 6+ 4+ 7 1-3 1 8 3+ A Hell Talon is a single model. It comes with helstorm cannons, twin lascannons and pyrax compromise bomb clusters. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 36Masa 26-23Each weight you launched 6+ wound rolls for these weapons, the
target of suffering mortal wounds in addition to any other damage. Every time you launch a 6+ wound roll for this weapon, the target suffers death wounds in addition to other damage.48Heavy D6501Blastlastlast48Berat 29-3D6- • This model can replace the Helstorm cannon with a havoc launcher. • The model can
replace the Pyraxnya1 print bomb with either a pulse warp-pulse bomb or Baletalon1 shattered charge. &LT;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES HERE, EYRINE CULT, &AMP; LT;LEGIONS&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON
WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON AIRCRAFT SLAUGHTER CORSAIRSSCHOURGED HOSTPURGERED, VEHICLES, FLYING, CHAOTIC TALON 17 NONAME MS BS A Ld Sv 230Chaos Storm Eagle Assault Gunship 1230Chaos
Storm Eagle Assault Gunship 20-45 6+ 3+ 8 7-16+ 3 9 3+ 20 -30 6+ 4+ 8 4-7 D3 9 3+ 20 6+ 5+ 8 7 1-3 1 9 3+ A Chaos Storm Eagle Assault Gunship is a single model. It comes with twin heavy bolters, revenge launchers and hellstrike missiles. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 36Berry 65-12-48 Wet 2D6511BlastBlast72Berat 28-33-48Berat 29-36Berry 2D36-1D3Blast. The units targeted by these weapons did not get any bonuses for their savings throws because they were protected. Explosion. The units targeted by these weapons did not get any bonuses for their austerity throws due to being in protection.24Berat 484D6Each the time the attacks made with these weapons were targeting per unit in the half range, that the attack has the characteristics of Damage D6+2.Each time an attack is made with this weapon targeting the unit in the range of half, the attack has the characteristics of D6+2.48Heavy D6501Blastlast36 Weightpaper
47-21- • This model can replace its twin heavy bolters with either multi-meltas , autocannon reaper or havoc launcher. • The model can replace hellfire missiles with balefire missiles or two twin lascannons. Riots may transport 20 &lt;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON
WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER OF INFANTRY MODEL CORSAIRSSCOURGED (each TERMINATOR and JUMP PACK model
takes up space of two other models, and each kuLTUS OF THE DESTRUCTION model takes up the space of three other models). &lt;MARK OF= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES HERE, CULT OF EYRINE, &lt;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S
CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER AIRCRAFT CORSAIRSSCOURGED, VEHICLES, TRANSPORT, FLYING, STORMY EAGLE ATTACK AIRCRAFT 12 NONAME A Ld Sv 110Chaos Xiphon Interceptor
1110Chaos Xiphon Interceptor 20-70 6+ 3+ 6 7 6-10+ 2 8 3+ 20 -40 6+ 4+ 6 7 3 -5 2 8 3+ 20 6+ 5+ 6 7 1-2 2 8 3+ A Chaos Xiphon Interceptor is a single model. It is equipped with two scattered lascannons and a Soulstalker guided bullet saddle. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 48Sized 29-3D6-60Heavy D3722Blast. Each time you launch a 5+ wound roll for this weapon, the target suffers a death wound in addition to the usual damage to the weapon. The explosion. Each time you launch a 5+ wound roll for this weapon, the target suffers a death wound in addition to the usual damage to the weapon. &lt;MARK OF=
chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES HERE, CULT OF EYRINE, &lt;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER
AIRCRAFT CORSAIRSSCOURGED, VEHICLE, FLYING, MELEE XIPHON INTERCEPTOR 15 NONAME MS A Ld Sv 175Chaos Land Raider 1 10 6+ 3 + 8 8 9-16+ 6 9 2 + 5 6 + 4 + 8 8 5-8 D6 9 2+ 3 6+ 5+ 8 8 The 1-4 1 9 2+ A Chaos Land Raider is a single model equipped with a heavy bolter and two amber
lascannons. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 48Heavy D6501BlastBlast36Heavy 65-12-48Berat 29-3D6- • This model may take a havoc launch and/or an item from combi's list of weapons. This model can transport 10 &lt;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON
WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS FROM BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER CORSAIRSSCOURGED INFANTRY MODEL AND EACH KULTUS MODEL OF DESTRUCTION takes up space three other models). &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;HURU-HARA,
KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, HERE ASTARTES, &lt;LEGION&gt;CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS THAN BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER VEHICLE
BERHOSERFLAWLESS CORSAIRSCOURGED, HAULAGE, CHAOS LAND RAIDER 9NAME NO MS BS! Predator Ld Sv 90Chaos 1 12 6+ 3+ 6 6 6-11+ 3 8 3+ 6 6+ 4+ 6 7 3-5 D3 8 3+ 3 6+ 6+ 6 7 1-2 1 8 3+ A Chaos Predator is a single model equipped with a Predator autocannon.
WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 48Sized D6501BlastBlast36Aner&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; 19-3D6-48San 2D37-13-48San 29-3D6- • This model can replace predatory autocannons with amber lascannons. •
This model may take on any of the two heavy bolters or two lascannons. • This model may take a havoc and/or an item from the Combi Weapons list. &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, HERE ASTARTES, &lt;LEGION&gt;CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK
LEGIONEMPEROR LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS THAN BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER VEHICLE BERHOSSKOPGERED CORSAIRSCOURGED, CHAOS PREDATOR 7 NONAME MS BS SS A Ld Sv 130Chaos Vindicator 1 10 6+ 6+ 3 + 6 8 6-11+ 3 8 3+ 5 6+ 4 + 6 8 83-5
D3 8 3+ 3 6+ 5+ 6 8 1-2 8 3+ A Chaos Vindicator is a single model equipped with a demolisher gun. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Demolisher meriamdemolisher24Heavy D610-3D6BlastBlast48Heavy D6501BlastBlastBlast • This model may take a havoc launch and/or an item from Combi's list of weapons.
&lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, HERE ASTARTES, &lt;LEGION&gt;CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS THAN BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER VEHICLE PERFORATED
CORSAIRSCOURGED FLOWER, CHAOS VINDICATOR 9 NONAME MS BS SS! A Ld Sv 120Defiler 1 8 4 + 4 + 8 7 8-14+ 4 8 3+ 6 4+ 5 + 8 7 4-7 3 8 3+ 4+ 4+ 5+ 8 7 1-3 2 8 3+ A Defiler is a single model equipped with a battle gun, autocannon reaper, heavy sparks and claw defiler.
WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Battle cannonbattle72Heavy D68-2D3BlastBlast48Heavy D6501BlastBlast36Anthing 47-21-36Sized 65-12-12C 2D65-11Each the time of attack was made with this weapon, the attack automatically intercepted the target. Each time an attack is made with this weapon, it
automatically hits the target.48A heavy 29-3D6-Nail Defiler WashMeleeMeleex2-3D6-MeleeMelee+4-23Each carrier time, it can make 3 additional attacks with this weapon. Each time the carrier strikes, it can make three additional attacks with this weapon. • This model may replace its heavy flavoring with havoc or
Defiler doom. • This model may replace the autocannon reaper with a heavy-weammer bolter or a wide-blown lascannon. • This model may take one item from the Combi Weapons list. &lt;MARK OF= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES HERE, &lt;LEGION&gt;ALPHA
LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON MURDER SLAUGHTER CORSAIRSSCOURGED VEHICLES, DAEMON, ENJIN DAEMON, DEFILER 7 NONAME MS A Ld Sv 85Forgefiend 1 8
4+ 4+ 6 7 7-12+ 4 8 3+ 6 4+ 5+ 6 7 4-63 8 3+ 4 4+ 6 7 1-3 2 8 3+ A Forgefiend is a single model equipped with two autokannon jaws and a Daemon jaw. 24D37-3D3BlastBlast36Berat 48-12-Daemon jawsDaemon&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt;
&lt;/MARK&gt; • This model can replace both have autocannon with ectoplasma cannon. • The model can replace her Daemon jaw with an ectoplasma cannon. &LT;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, ALPHA LEGIONBLACK
LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATS BEASTSCRIMSON BILEBRAZEN MASSACRE DAEMON ENGINE, FORGEFIEND 7 NoNAME M WS BS S W A Ld Sv 17Havoc 4 6 3+ 3+ 4 5 1 7 3+ 17Aspiring Champions 1 6 3+ 3+ 4 5 1 2 8 3+ Unit contains 1
Aspiring Champion and 4 Hac Aspiring Champion armed with flamer , chainsword, brittle grenades and crack grenades. Each Havoc is armed with heavy bolters or lascannons, and fragile grenades and ritual grenades. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 12Menyerang D6401Each attack time is made with these
weapons, the attack automatically hits the target. Whenever an attack is made with these weapons, the attack automatically hits the target.36Berat 35-12-48Berat 19-3D6-Astartes chainswordAstartes chainswordMeleeUser-11Each time fight carrier, it makes 1 additional attack with this weapon. Whenever the carrier
fights, it makes an additional 1 attack with this weapon. Grenade Frag grenadesFragBom D6301BlastBlastKrak grenadesKrak Fire 16-1D3- • Any Havoc can replace their heavy bolter or lascannon with one item from the Heavy Weapons list. • The Aspiring Champion can replace its flavours with one item from The
Champion's Equipment or special weapons list. • The Aspiring Champion can replace his chain with one item from the Champions Equipment list. Death to False Emperor, Brave Discipline, Chaos of Hate Attacks, &amp; MARK of= chaos=&gt;KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAESH, HERE ASTARTES, &AMP;
LEGIONS&GT;CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERING HIBISCUS CORSAIRSCOURGED INFANTRY, HAVOCS 7 NONAME MS A Ld Sv
130MaulerfiEND 1 10 4+ 4+ 6 7 7-12+ 4 8 3+ 8 4+ 4+ 5 7 4-6 3 8 3+ 6 4+ 4+ 4 7 1-3 8 3 3+ A Maulerfiend is the sole model equipped with Maulerfiend opponents and two magma cutters. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 6Pistol 18-43-MeleeMeleeUser-22Each carrier fight time, it can make 6 additional attacks
with these weapons. Whenever a carrier fights, it can make 6 additional attacks with these weapons. Maulerfiend fistsMaulerfiend fistsMeleeMeleex2-33- • The model can replace both magma cutters with a lasher tendril. &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES
&LT;LEGION&gt;HERE, THE CHILDREN OF ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EAT THE MASSACRE OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON DAEMON, DAEMON, 5 NONAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv 105Obliterator&lt;/LEGION&gt;
&lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; 4 3+ 3+ 5 5 4 3 8 2+ This unit contains 1 Obliterator. It can include up to 2 additional Obliterators (Power Rating +5 per model). Every obliterator armed with a fleshmetal rifle and thieves destroys.
WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Fleshmetal firearms meriamfleshmetal senapang24 Attack 66+D3-D3D3See Fleshmetal Guns Fleshmetal Guns abilityCrushing fistsMeleeMelee+1-1D3- CHAOS, &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, ALPHA
LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTPURGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED INFANTRY, DAEMON, CULT OF DESTRUCTION, OBLITERATORS 7
NONAME M WS BS S T W! A Ld Sv 130Venomcrawler 1 1 10 4 + 4 + 6 6 6-10+ 4 8 3+ 8 4+ 4+ 5 7 3-5 3 3 8 + 3 + 6 + 4 + 4 + 4 7 1-2 2 8 3 + A Venomcrawler is a single model equipped with tendril soulflayer, eviscerating nails and two excruciator cannons. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Cannon Excruciator
CannonExcruciator cannon36Assault D3+2-2D3-Eviscerating clawsEviscerating clawsMeleeMeleeMelee+2-33-Soulflayer tendrilsSoulflayer tendrilsMeleeMeleeUser-22Each carrier struggle period, it can make 2 additional attacks with this weapon. Every time a carrier fights, he can make two additional attacks with this
weapon. &lt;MARK OF= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES HERE, &lt;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON MURDER
SLAUGHTER CORSAIRSSCOURGED VEHICLES, DAEMON, DAEMON ENGINE, VENOMCRAWLER 11 NONAME Laser Destruction Vindicator Ld Sv 200Chaos 1200Chaos Vindicator Laser Destroyer 10 6+ 3+ 6 8 7-12+ 3 8 3+5 6+ 6 8 3-6 D3 8 3 + 3 6+ 5+ 6 8 1-2 1 8 3+ A Chaos Vindicator Laser Destroyer is the
single model. He was equipped with a laser slap gun and a noisy bolter. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Laser slap cannonBefore select the target, select one of the profiles below to create an attack. Laser slap cannonBefore select the target, select one of the profiles below to make an attack. - Fire slap - Slap
fire36 Heavy 39-3D3+3- - Overcharge fire - Overcharge fire36 Heavy 310-46Each period hit 1 that is not customized made for attack with the profile of this weapon, if the carrier is not Eternal Every time an unalrioned hit roll 1 is made for an attack with the profile of this weapon, if the carrier is not Eternal Week in the
phase of your previous Movement, it suffers 1 mortal wound after firing with this weapon.24Rapid Fire 2401-48Aner 110-2D6The carrier can only shoot with each guided bullet hunter he is equipped with each Carrier hunters should only shoot with every bullet guided by a hunter-killer he is equipped with once per battle.
infernalInfernal&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; • Laser Destroyer Chaos Vindicator can also be equipped with hunter-killer missiles. CHAOS, ASTARTES &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CYNICAL, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, &LT;LEGION&gt;CHILDREN OF
ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWORD DESIGNED CORSAIRSC HELLFORGED, VINDICATOR, CHAOS VINDICATOR LASER DESTROYER 12
NONAME M WS BS S T W! Ld Sv 150Hellforged Deredeo Dreadnought 1150Hellforged Deredeo Dreadnought 7 4+ 2+ 7 10-14+ 2 8 3 + 3 +3 +5 5+ 3+ 7 7 5-9 2 8 3+ 3 6+ 4+ 7 1-4 2 8 3+ A Hellforged Deredeo Dreadnought is a single model. It comes with a variety of butcher cannons and twin heavy bolters.
WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 36Berly 88-12If each unit has any model slapped by any butcher cannon in the Shooting phase, the unit pushed 2 of its Leadership for the other turn. This modifier is not cumulative. If the unit has any model slapped by any butcher cannon in the Shooting phase, the unit pushes 2
of its Leadership for another turn. The modifier is not cumulative.24Berat 58-33Ji any hit roll made in a certain phase produces a score or '1', then the firing unit suffered a mortal wound. If any hit rolls made in a certain phase produce a score or '1', then the firing unit suffers a mortal wound.48Senjata Weight 2*-5D6This
doesn't roll for cuts as usual, instead roll 3D6 and compare the amount launched to the Leadership characteristics of the target model, if the same amount or exceeds the characteristics of the Leadership then the Model , instead roll 3D6 and compare the amount launched to the Leadership characteristics of the target
model, if the volume is equivalent to or exceeds the characteristics of Leadership then the target model is injured.+20Greater havoc launcher +20Greater havoc launcher 3D36-11Blast. These weapons can target units that are invisible to carriers. Explosion. The weapon could target a unit invisible to carriers.36 Weights
65-12-12Masa weighing 2D65-11Each attacks made with these weapons, the attack automatically hit the target. Whenever an attack is made with these weapons, the attack automatically hits the target. • Deredeo Hellforged may replace his twin heavy bolters with twin heavy slopes. • Hellforged Deredeo Dreadnought
can be equipped with one of the following - Larger havoc launcher - Hellfire Hijab • Deredeo Hellforged can replace butcher cannon tire with one of the following: - Ectoplasma Battery - Dual Malignatas saker CHAOS, &LT;MARK of= chaos=&gt;KHORNENURGLETCHS HERE ASTARTES, &LT;LEGION&gt;KIDS ALPHA
LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON PENYEMBELIHAN&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; BUNGA RAYA RAYA HELLFORGED DEREDEO DREADNOUGHT 20 NoNAME
M WS BS S T W! A Ld Sv 190Hellforged Land Raider Achilles 1190Hellforged Land Raider Achilles 10 5+ 3+ 8 8 10-19+ 4 9 92+ 5 4+ 4+ 8 8 5-9 4 2 + 3 3+ 5+ 8 1-4 4 9 2+ A Hellforged Achilles is a single model. It comes with a soul bomber, two multiple twin-wielding and infernal hunger.
WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Hungernal HungerNal HungerMeleeMeleeUser-31-48Heavy D6501Blastlast24 Welding 48-4D6Each attack time made with these weapons targets units in half range, The attack had a D6+2 Damage feature.Each time an attack made with these weapons targeted one unit in the
half range, that the attack had the characteristics of D6+2.48Berat 2D3-01Blast Damage. Each successful roll hit is made with this weapon inserting death wounds rather than normal damage. These weapons can target enemy units that are invisible to the carrier. Explosion. Each successful roll hit is made with this
weapon inserting death wounds rather than normal damage. These weapons can target enemy units that are invisible to the carrier. • AChilles Hellforged can also be equipped with a havoc launcher or an item from the Combi weapons list. The model can &amp; LEGION&gt;transport SIX ALPHA LEGIONBLACK
LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMOR'S SLAUGHTER CORSAIRSCOURGED MODEL INFANTRY AND EACH QUEL &LT;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH,
ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATS BILEBRAZEN MASSACRE OF BEASTSCRIMSON TRANSPORT, HELLFORGED, GROUND RAID, HELLFORGED LAND RAIDER ACHILLES 17 NONAME
M BS BS WS A Ld Sv 210Hellforged Land Raider Proteus 1210Hellforged Land Raider Proteus 10 5+ 3+ 8 8 9-16+ 4 9 2+ 2+5 4+ 4+ 8 8 5-8 4 9 2+ 3+ 5+ 8 1-4 4 9 2+ A Hellforged Land Raider Proteus is a single model. It comes with twin heavy bolters, two twin lascannons and infernal hunger.
WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES HungerNal HungerNal HungerMeleeUser-31-36Berat 65-12-48Berat 29-3D6-12 Wear 2D65-11Each the time of the attack was made with these weapons, the attack automatically hit the target. Whenever an attack is made with these weapons, the attack automatically hits the
target.48Heavy D6501Blast • Proteus Hellforged may choose to take on Phylactery's recognized capabilities. If this option is selected then the number of models that Hellforged Proteus can transport is reduced to 6. • Hellforged protests can replace twin heavy bolters with twin heavy flows or twin lascannons. • Hellforged
Proteus can also be equipped with &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; or one item from the Combi Weapons list. The model can transport 10 &LT;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS
FROM BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER CORSAIRSSCOURGED MODEL INFANTRY AND EACH CULT MODEL If accredited Phylactery capabilities have been selected, then this model can only transport six models. &LT;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH,
ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATS BOMBERS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON TRANSPORT, HELLFORGED, GROUND RAIDER, HELLFORGED LAND RAIDER PROTEUS 18
NONAME M BS WS A Ld Sv 220Hellforged Leviathan Dreadnought 1220Hellforged Leviathan Dreadnought 8 2+ 2+ 8 8-14+ 4 8 2+ 5 3+ 3+ 8 8 4-7 4 8 2+ 3 4+ 4+ 8 1-3 4 8 2+ A Hellforged Leviathan Dreadnought is a single model. It comes with two nails of hell siege, two meltaguns and two hellflamers.
GUNTYPESAPDABILITIES Hellforged siege clawHellforged siege clawMeleeMeleex2-33Re roll failed against INFANTTRI. Reeling failed to roll wounds against INFANTRI. Hellforged siege siege siegeMeleeMeleex2-44-8Senjata D65-12This weight automatically hits its target. The weapon automatically hits the
target.36Berat 88-12If one unit has any model slapped by any butcher cannon in the Shooting phase, the unit pushed 2 of its Leadership for the rest of the turn. This modifier is not cumulative. If the unit has any model slapped by any butcher cannon in the Shooting phase, the unit pushes 2 of its Leadership for another
turn. The modifier is not cumulative.18Berat 2D3-01Each managed to hit a roll made with these weapons in violation of death wounds rather than common damage. Each successful roll was hit with this weapon inflicting death wounds instead of common damage.18Heavy D39-52Blast. If the target model is monSTER,
VEHICLE or TITANIC then the amount of Damage suffered from a successful attack becomes 5 per hit. For each of the five models in the target unit, add D3 to the number of attacks made by these weapons. Explosion. If the target model is monSTER, VEHICLE or TITANIC then the amount of Damage suffered from a
successful attack becomes 5 per hit. For each of the five models in the target unit, add D3 to the number of attacks made by these weapons.12Assault 18-4D6Each the time of the attacks made with these weapons targets units within half range, that the attacks have characteristics of D6+2 Damage. D6+2. • Hellforged
leviathans may replace one or both siege nails&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; drill siege. • Leviathan Hellforged may replace a siege paw and one cascade for one of the following weapons (or it can replace both siege claws and both cascade for the following two): - Butcher cannon
Tatasa - Soulburner ribaudkin - Grav-flux bombard CHAOS, &lt;MARK OF= chaos=&gt;KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &LT;LEGION&gt;HERE, ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF
BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMOR SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTPURGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED VEHICLE , DREADN HELBRUTE, HELLFORGED, HELLFORGED LEVIATHAN DREADNOUGHT 4 NONAME M WS BS S W W W A Ld Sv 20Hellforged Rapier 1-3 4 6+ 3+ 3 5 4 2 8 3+ 10Chaos Marine Space
Crew 2-610Chaos Marine Crew Space 6 3+ 4 4 1 8 3+ This unit contains one Hellforged Rapier and two Chaotic Space Marine Crews. Each Hellforged Rapier comes with a quad heavy bolter and each Chaos Space Marine Crewman is armed with a boltgun and bolt pistol. It can include up to an additional Hellforged
Rapier and two Chaotic Space Marine Crews (Power Rating +4), or two additional Hellforged Rapier and four Chaotic Space Marine Crews (Power Rating +8). WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 36 Weighing 112-4D6If these weapons managed to incur damage, launching an additional D6. As a result of '3-5', gun
damage was increased to 2D6. As a result of '6', gun damage was increased to 3D6. If these weapons manage to inflict damage, roll an additional D6. As a result of '3-5', gun damage was increased to 2D6. As a result of '6', Gun Damage was increased to 3D6.24Heavy D37-3D3Blastlastlast72Senjata Weight 16-3D3This
may not be fired at any turn where the model carrying it has moved. In addition, for every 24 between carriers and targets, increase Strength by +2 and Damage by +D3. If the model is removed from playing as a victim as a result of wounds caused by these weapons, then the target unit suffers an additional 2D6 hits at
Strength 6, AP 0, causing 1 Damage. These extra hits don't provoke any more hits themselves. These weapons cannot be fired at any turn where the model carrying it has moved. In addition, for every 24 between carriers and targets, increase Strength by +2 and Damage by +D3. If the model is removed from playing as
a victim as a result of wounds caused by these weapons, then the target unit suffers an additional 2D6 hits at Strength 6, AP 0, causing 1 Damage. These extra hits do not trigger yet hits themselves.36Berat 125-11-BoltgunBoltgun24Rapid Fire 1401-Bolt pistolBolt pistol12Pistol 1401- • Any Hellfo Rapier can replace the
bolter heavy quad with any of the following: - Laser destroyer - Ectoplasma cannon - C-beam huru-HARA cannon, &lt;MARK of= ASTARTES SINI, &lt;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; WARRIORSNIGHT
LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS THAN BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER VEHICLE CORSAIRSSCOURGED HOSTPURGERED, ARTILLERY, HELLFORGED, HELLFORGED RAPIER INFANTRY BATTERY, HELLFORGED RAPIER A Ld Sv 195Hellforged Scorpius 1 12 5+ 3+ 6
7 7-11+ 4 8 3+ 6 4+ 4 + 4 + 6 7 3-6 4 8 3 + 3 3 + 5 + 6 7 1-2 4 8 3 + A Hellforged Scorpius is a single model. It is equipped with a variety of Scorpius, combi-bolter and infernal famines. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Hunger Infernal HungerMeleeMeleeUser-31-+40Scorpius multi-launch+40Scorpius multilaunch48Arating 3D36-22Blast. This weapon can target units not visible with the firing model. The explosion. This weapon can target units that cannot be seen with a firing model.24Rapid Fire 2401-48Heavy D6501BlastBlast • A Hellforged Scorpius may also be equipped with a havoc launch or an item from combi's list of
weapons. &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES HERE, &lt;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON
SLAUGHTER MURDERS CORSAIRSSCOURGED VEHICLES, HELLFORGED SCORPIUS 13 NONAME A Ld Sv 200Hellforged Sicaran Venator 1200Hellforged Sicaran Venator 14 4+ 3+ 6 7-14+ 4 8 3+ 10 4+ 4+ 6 7 3-6 3 8 3+ 8 4+ 5+ 6 7 1-2 8 3+ A Hellforged Sicaran Venator is a single model. It is equipped with
Malignatas rasuk laser, heavy bolter and infernal starvation. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Hunger Infernal HungerMeleeMeleeUser-31-Malignatas rasuk laserMalignatas rasuk laser36Berat 1*-52D6The player with this weapon does not sway to the wound as usual, instead roll 3D6 and compare the amount
launched to the characteristics of the leadership of the target model, if the number simultaneously exceeds it then the target model injury. Players with this weapon are not swaying for wounds as usual, instead launch 3D6 and compare the amount launched to the characteristics of the leadership of the target model, if
the number is simultaneously or exceeded then the target model is injured.36Berat 35-12-48Weight 19-3D6-48Heavy D6501BlastBlast • A Hellforged Sicaran Venator can also be equipped with either two heavy bolters or two lascannons. • Hellforged Sicaran Venator can also be equipped with a havoc saddle or an item
from combi's list of weapons. &lt;MARK OF= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATS THE MURDERS OF MANY
BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON HELLFORGED, HELLFORGED SICARAN VENATOR 23 NONAME M WS BS S W! Mr. Ld Sv 350Khorne Skull 1 10 3+ 3+ 10 8 14-28+ 4 8 3+ 7 3+ 8 88 7-13 6 8 3+ 4 3+ 3+ 5 8 1-6 8 8 3+ A Khorne Lord of Skulls is the single model dengan gorestorm&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt;
&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; a had a gatling cannon, and a large pakcik Khorne. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 18Th Century D6User-23This weight automatically targets its target. The weapon automatically intercepts targets.18 Heavy D6User-22This weapons automatically hit the target.
When attacking units with 10 or more models, switch this type of weapon to Heavy 2D6. This weapon automatically hit the target. When attacking units with 10 or more models, switch this type of weapon to Weight 2D6.48Weight 128-22-48Weight D67-4D3BlastBlast60Heavy D69-3D3Blast. When attacking units with 10
or more models, switch this type of weapon to Heavy 2D6. The explosion. When attacking units with 10 or more models, switch this type of weapon to Heavy 2D6. Pwong KhorneWhen attacked with this weapon, select one of the profiles below. Pwong KhorneWhen attacked with this weapon, select one of the profiles
below. - Smash - SmashMeleeMeleex2-46- Slash - SlashMeleeMeleeUser-2D3Make 3 is hit by a roll for each attack made with this weapon. Create 3 hit rolls for each attack made with this weapon. • This model may replace gorestorm cannons with ichor or daemongore cannons. • This model may replace Hades' ivory
cannon with a skull. MELEE, KHORNE, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, CHILDREN LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER HOSAIRSSCOURGED TITANIC,
VEHICLES, DAEMONS, DAEMON ENGINE, LORD OF SKULLS 118 NONAME M WS BS BS S W W! A Ld Sv VoidShield 2100Chaos Sokar Stormbird Gunship Pattern 12100Chaos Sokar Stormbird Gunship Pattern 20-50 6+ 2+ 10 9 30-40+ 6 9 3+ 4+ 20-40 6+ 3+ 109 20 -29 4 9 3+ 5+ 20-30 6+ 4+ 10 9 10-19 3 9 3+ 6+
20 6+ 5+ 10 9 1-9 2 9 3+ 7+ A Chaos Sokar Stormbird is a single model. It is equipped with four stretched lascannons, three heavy-shelled bolters and dreadstrike guided bullets. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 36ThRload 65-12-48 Heavy guided bullets 29-3D6-DreadstrikeDreadstrike guided missiles120 Heavy
410-410 32D3-36Berat 67-11- • This model can replace any of its dense lanes with a 67-11 reper battery- • This model can replace any of its dense lanes with repera batteries. Chaos Sokar Stormbird pattern can transport 50 &lt;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON
WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS THAN BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON S INFANTRY MODEL CORSAIRSSCOURGED CORSAIRSSCOURGED (each TERMINATOR and JUMP PACK model takes up space two other models, and each CULT MODEL OF DESTRUCTION
takes up space three other models. It can also &lt;LEGION&gt;TRANSPORT CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER HOSTPURGER BIKER
&lt;LEGION&gt;DAN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS DARIPADA BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; CORSAIRSCOURGED
EQUESTRIAN MODEL HOSTPURGERED, this also takes up space three other models). Chaos Sokar Stormbird can also transport one HURU-HARA rhinoceros, including self-transported models, occupying space worth 25 models. When disembarking, the Rhinoceros axis can only come out through the back of the
Stormbird-style Chaos Sokar. &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, HERE ASTARTES, CULT OF EYRINE, &lt;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF
BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER AIRCRAFT CORSAIRSCOURGED, TITANIC, VEHICLES, TRANSPORT, FLYING, STORMBIRD GUNSHIP PATTERN RIOTS 78 NONAME M WS BS S T W! A Ld Sv 1350Chaos Thunderhawk Assault Gunship 11350Chaos Thunderhawk Assault Gunship 20-50 6+ 2+ 10

9 24-30+ 6 9 3 + 20-40 6+ 3+ 109 1 5-23 4 9 3+ 20-30 6+ 4+ 10 9 8-14 3 9 3+ 20 6+ 5+ 10 9 1-7 2 9 3+ A Chaos Thunderhawk Gunship is one model. He was equipped with a Thunderhawk heavy gun, four heavy bolters, two lascannons and a hellish battery. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 36Sized 65-1248San 19-3D6-72Anerous 48-33-36San 67-1 1-Thunderhawk heavy cannonThunderhawk heavy gun48Weight 2D68-2D6BlastBlastTurbo-laser destructionbo-laser destructor96Heavy D316-42D6Blast. Any 6 wound rolls made with this attack automatically resulted in additional D3 injuries on target. The explosion. Any 6
wound rolls made with this attack automatically draw additional D3 wounds on target.36Sever 2D36-1D3Blast. Units that are based on these weapons do not get any bonuses for throwing their savings because they are protected. The explosion. Units that are based on these weapons do not get any bonuses for throwing
their savings because they are protected. • This model may replace thunderhawk heavy guns with turbo-laser destroyers. • This model can replace hell batteries with balefire guided bullets or Thunderhawk cluster bombs. • This model can replace any heavy bolter with a reaper battery. The Chaos Thunderhawk Gunship
can transport 30 &lt;LEGION&gt;ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON S INFANTRY MODEL CORSAIRSSCOURGED CORSAIRSSCOURGED (each TERMINATOR and
JUMP PACK model takes up the space of two other models, and each CULT MODEL OF DESTRUCTION takes up space three other models. It can also transport biker and CAVALRY models, this also takes up space for three other models). &lt;MARK OF= chaos=&gt;MELEE,
KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES HERE, CULT OF EYRINE, &lt;LEGION&gt;CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER AIRCRAFT CORSAIRSCOURGED, TITANIC, VEHICLES, TRANSPORT,
FLY&LT;LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; 30 Name M WS BS S T W! A Ld Sv 600Greater Brass Scorpion from Khorne 1600Greater Brass Scorpion from Khorne 12 3+ 3+ 10 8 11-20+ 8 9 3 + Khorne's 10 3+ 3+ 8 8 4-10 6 9 3+ 8 3+ 3+ 5 8 1-3 4 9 3+ A Greater Brass Scorpion
from Khorne is a single model. It is equipped with hellcrusher nails, scorpion cannons, soul bombers and hellmaw blasters. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPBILITIES Hellcrusher clawsHellcrusher clawsMeleeMelee+4-46-Scorpion Meriamcorpion Meriam36 Heavy 106-22-Soulshatter BomberSoulshatter Bombers24 Heavy
D612-3D6 Against VEHICLES, BUILDINGS and GIANT units, this weapon attack is 2D6 damage instead of D6. Against VEHICLE, BUILDING and GIANT units, these weapons attacks are 2D6 damage instead of D6. Twin hellmaw blastersTwin hellmaw blasters8Pistol 2D6User-21This weapons automatically hit the
target. This weapon automatically hit the target. MELEE, KHORNE, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, CHILDREN LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER
HOSAIRSSCOURGED TITANIC, VEHICLE, DAEMON, DAEMON ENGINE, GREATER BRASS SCORPION THAN KHORNE 36 NONAME M WS BS S T W! Heavy Destruction Cerberus Ld Sv 680Hellforged 1680Hellforged Cerberus Heavy Destroyer 10 5+ 2+ 8 9 17-22+ 6 9 2+2+5 4+ 3+ 8 9 6-16 6 9 2+ 3 3+ 4+ 8 9 15 6 9 2+ A Hellforged Cerberus is a single model. It is equipped with Malignatas rasuk cannons and infernal starvation. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Infernal Hunger HungerMeleeMeleeUser-31-36Berat 35-12-48Berat 19-3D6-Malignata rasuk cannonMalignatas rasuk cannon72Berat 4*-54 +D6This weapon
does not sway to wounds as usual, instead roll 3D6 and compare the amount launched to the Ld characteristics of the target model, if the number is simultaneously or exceeds the Ld feature then the target model is injured. This weapon is not swaying for wounds as usual, instead roll 3D6 and compare the amount
launched to the Ld characteristics of the target model, if the number is simultaneously or exceeds the Ld feature then the target model is injured.48Heavy D6501BlastBlast • A Hellforged Cerberus may take either two heavy bolters or two lascannon • Cerberus Hellforged may also be equipped with a havoc saddle or an
item from the Combi Weapons list. &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;CYNICAL, CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF
BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTGERED CORSAIRSCOURGED VEHICLES, HELLFORGED, HELLFORGED CERBERUS HEAVY DESTRUCTION 49 NONAME M WS BS S W! A Ld Sv 790Hellforged Falchion 1 10 5+ 3+ 9 14-26+ 8 9 2+ 7 4 + 4 + 9 9 7-13 8 9 2+ 4 3+ 5+ 9 9 1-6 8 9
2+ A Hellforged Falchion is a single model. He was equipped with a heavy bolter, two quad lascannons, a cannon fiery and eternal&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Hunger remains hungerMeleeMeleeUser-3D3-36Berat 65-12-48Berate 49-3D6-36
Weighing 112-4D6If these weapons managed to inflict damage, additional rolls D6. As a result of '3-5', gun damage was increased to 2D6. As a result of '6', gun damage was increased to 3D6. If these weapons manage to inflict damage, roll an additional D6. As a result of '3-5', gun damage was increased to 2D6. As a
result of '6', gun damage was increased to 3D6. CannonTwin120Heavy volcanic volcano twin volcanoes 2D616-52D6Blast. You can re-roll failed to roll the wound when targeting the TITANIC model with these weapons. Explosion. You can re-roll failed to roll the wound when targeting the TITANIC model with this
weapon.12Berate 2D65-11Each the time the attack was made with this weapon, the attack automatically hit the target. Whenever an attack is made with these weapons, the attack automatically hits the target.48Heavy D6501BlastBlast • A Hellforged Falchion can replace two lascannon quads with two laser destroyers. •
Hellforged Falchion may replace the twin heavy bolters with twin heavy flashes. • Hellforged Falchion can also be equipped with a havoc launcher or an item from the Combi weapons list. &LT;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HEREATE, CHILDREN
OF ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTGERED CORSAIRSCOURGED VEHICLES, HELLFORGED, HELLFORGED FALCHION 4 NONAM
A Ld Sv 690Hellforged Fellblade 1 10 5+ 3 + 9 14-26+ 8 9 2+ 7 4 + 4 + 4 + 9 9 7-13 8 9 2+ 4 3+ 5+ 9 9 1-6 8 9 2+ A Hellforged Fellblade is a single model. It comes with twin heavy bolters, demolisher cannons, two quad lascannons, a fellblade sprint cannon and permanent hunger.
WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Hunger remains hungerMeleeMeleeUser-3D3-36Berat 65-12-48Berate 49-3D6-36 Weighing 112-4D6If these weapons managed to inflict damage, additional rolls D6. As a result of '3-5', gun damage was increased to 2D6. As a result of '6', gun damage was increased to 3D6. If
these weapons manage to inflict damage, roll an additional D6. As a result of '3-5', gun damage was increased to 2D6. As a result of '6', gun damage was increased to 3D6. Demolisher gunDemolisher cannon24Berat D610-3D6BlastBlastFellblade sprint cannonWhen shoots this weapon, select one of the two profiles
below:Fellblade sprint cannonWhen fired this weapon, select one of the two profiles below: - HE shells - HE shells100 Weighing 2D68-32Blast. When attacking units with five or more models, the dice rolls to decide the number of shots fired may be rolled back. Explosion. When attacking units with five or more
&lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; dace rolling over to decide the number of shots fired could be relaunched. - AE Shell - AE shells100 Weights 214-46-12Masa weighs 2D65-11Each attacks made with these weapons, the attack automatically hits the target. Whenever an attack is made with these weapons, the attack
automatically hits the target.48Heavy D6501Blast • A Hellforged Fellblade can replace two lascannon quads with two laser destroyers. • A Hellforged Fellblade may replace the twin heavy bolters with twin heavy flashes. • Fellblade Hellforged can also be equipped with an havoc launcher or an item from the Combi
Weapons list. &LT;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;HEREATE, CHILDREN OF ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN
BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTGERED CORSAIRSCOURGED VEHICLES, HELLFORGED, HELLFORGEDBLADE 53 NONPLANE A Ld Sv VoidShield 915Hellforged Mastodon 1 10 5+ 3+ 9 16-30+ 8 9 2+ 5+ 7 4+ 4+ 4+4 + 9 9 8-15 8 9 2+ 6+ 4 3+ 5+ 9 9 1-7 8 9 2+ 7+ Mastodon Hellforged is a
single model. It comes with two hellflamers, two lascannons, one skyreaper battery, a siege-wielding and permanent hunger. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Hunger HungerMeleeMeleeUser-3D3-48 Weight 19-3D6-8Senjata D65-12This weighs automatically reaches its target. The weapon automatically hits the
target.48Berat 87-15Add 1 to all hit rolls made for these weapons against targets that can FLY. Subtract 1 of the hit rolls made for these weapons against all other targets. Add 1 to all hit rolls made for these weapons against targets that can FLY. Subtract 1 of the hit rolls made for these weapons against all other targets.
The siege cascading arraySiege cascades array12Heavy 4D39-4D6If targets are within half of these weapons, rolling two chests when inflicting damage with it and throwing the lowest yield. If the target is in this half-gun range, roll two chest when inflicting damage with it and throwing the lowest yield. The model can
transport 40 &LT;LEGION&gt;LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON BEASTSCRIMSON BEASTSCRIMSON BEAMS BEFANTRI MODEL SPACE and each CULT of DESTRUCTION
models takes up another three model SPACES). It can also transport up to two HELLFORGED CONTEMPTOR DREADNOUGHTS, CHAOTIC DECIMALS or CHAOTIC HELLBRUTES, each taking up the space of ten models. &LT;MARK of= chaos=&gt;CHAOS, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, HERE
ASTARTES, &amp LT;LEGION&gt;KIDS ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONPEROR LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EAT TITANIC, VEHICLE, TRANSPORTATION, HELLFORGED, &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; Name M WS BS S T W! Ld Sv 320Hellforged Spartan
1320Hellforged Spartan Assault Tank 10 5+ 3+ 8 8 12-20+ 4 9 2+ 10 5 4+ 4+ 8 8 6-11 4 9 2+ 3+ 3+ 5+ 8 8 1-5 4 9 2+ A Hellforged Spartan is a single model. It is equipped with a heavy-packed bolter, two lascannon quads and an infernal starvation. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Hunger Infernal
HungerMeleeMeleeUser-31-36Aner 65-12-48 Heavy 49-3D6-36Sized 112-4D6Ji This weapon successfully crested damage, additional roll D6. As a result of '3-5', weapon damage was upgraded to 2D6. As a result of '6', weapon damage was upgraded to 3D6. If this weapon succeeds in insizing damage, roll out the
additional D6. As a result of '3-5', weapon damage was upgraded to 2D6. As a result of the '6', the weapon damage was upgraded to 3D6.12The 2D65-11Each attack was made with this weapon, the attack automatically struck the target. Each time an attack is made with this weapon, it automatically strikes the
target.48Heavy D6501BlastBlastBlast • A Hellforged Spartan can replace both quad lascannons with laser destroyers. • Hellforged Spartans can replace heavy-flammable bolters with heavy flames. • Hellforged Spartans may also be equipped with a havoc saddle or an item from the Combi Weapons list. This model can
transport 25 &lt;LEGION&gt;KILLING CROWD ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTPURGERED CORSAIRSSCOURGED INFANTRY
MODEL (each MODEL OF TERMINATOR and JUMP TAKES and each kuLTUS model OF DESTRUCTION takes up space three other models). &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;CYNICAL, CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK
LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTGERED CORSAIRSCOURGED VEHICLES, CARRIAGE, HELLFORGED, HELLFORGED SPARTAN ATTACK TANK 38
NONAME M WS BS S T W! A Ld Sv 720Hellforged Typhon Heavy Siege Tank 1720Hellforged Typhon Heavy Siege Tank 10 5+ 2+ 8 9 17-22+ 7 9 2+ 5+ 4+ 3+ 8 9 6-16 7 9 2 + 3 3 + 4 + 8 9 1-5 7 9 2+ A Hellforged Typhon is a single model. It was equipped with dreadhammer siege cannons and infernal starvation.
WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Hunger Infernal HungerMeleeMeleeUser-31-36Ener 35-12-48 Heavy 19-3D6-Dreadhammer siege cannonDreadhammer siege cannon24ThEnly 2D610-53Blastlast. If Typhon does not move in the Movement phase, then the gun's support is increased to 48 for the current turn
period. The explosion. If Typhon doesn't move in the Movement phase, then the gun's edge is increased to 48 for the current turn period.48Weight D6501BlastBlast • A Hellforged Typhon may take on both weights&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; or two lascannons. • Hellforged Typhoon can also be equipped with a
havoc launch or an item from the Combi Weapons list. &lt;MARK of= chaos=&gt;MELEE, KHORNENURGLETZEENTCHSLAANESH, ASTARTES &lt;LEGION&gt;CYNICAL, CHILDREN ALPHA LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD
EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTERFLAWLESS HOSTGERED CORSAIRSCOURGED VEHICLE, HELLFORGED, HELLFORGED HEAVY TYPHON SIEGE TANK 22 NONAME M WS BS S T W! A Ld Sv 430Kytan Ravager 1 1 12 3+ 3+ 10 8 11-22+ 5 9 3 + 10 3+ 3 + 8 8 5-10 4 9
3+ 8 3+ 3+ 5 8 1-4 3 9 3+ A Kytan Ravager is a single model. It was equipped with the great Khorne pack and Kytan gatling gun. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Kytan gatling cannonKytan gatling cannon48Size 88-22-Great cleaver from KhorneWhen attack with this weapon, select one of the profiles below.
Pwong KhorneWhen attacked with this weapon, select one of the profiles below. - Smash - SmashMeleeMeleex2-46- Slash - SlashMeleeMeleeUser-2D3Make 3 is hit by a roll for each attack made with this weapon. Create 3 hit rolls for each attack made with this weapon. MELEE, KHORNE, ASTARTES
&lt;LEGION&gt;HERE, CHILDREN LEGIONBLACK LEGIONEMPEROR'S CHILDRENIRON WARRIORSNIGHT LORDSWORD BEARERSWORLD EATERSCREATIONS OF BILEBRAZEN BEASTSCRIMSON SLAUGHTER HOSAIRSSCOURGED TITANIC, VEHICLE, DAEMON, DAEMON ENGINE, KYTAN RAVAGER
12 NoNAME M WS BS BS S W A Ld Sv 150Chaos Bastion 1 - - 5+ - 10 20 0 6 4+ A Chaos Bastion is a single model equipped with: 4 heavy bolters. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES 36Sized 35-12-96Sized 19-3D6When completes attacks made with this weapon, adding 1 to the hit reel if the target can FLY;
otherwise, reject 1 of the affected reels. When completing an attack made with this weapon, add 1 to the hit reel if the target can FLY; otherwise, reject 1 of the roll.48C 87-11When hit completes the attack made with this weapon, adding 1 to the hit reel if the target can FLY; otherwise, reject 1 of the affected reels. When
completing an attack made with this weapon, add 1 to the hit reel if the target can FLY; otherwise, reject 1 of the affected reels. • This model may also be equipped with any of the following: 1 Lascannon Icarus; One quad-gun. This model has the capacity to transport two infantry units, up to a total of 20 models. Designer
Note: When you start modeling for Chaos Bastion, you may find it useful to put some of them on the battle to remind you which units are inside the camp. MELEE BUILDING, VEHICLE, TRANSPORT, CHAOS BASTION 5 NoNAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv 85Noctilith Crown 1 - - 4+ - 8 14 - - 3+ A Noctilith Crown is a
single model that with the internet of war. WEAPONRANGETYPESAPDABILITIES Lashing warp energiesLashing warp powered6Pistol D67-22- RIOT BUILDING, VEHICLES, NOCTILITH CROWN RAPID FIREARMS All-ROUNDER&lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/LEGION&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; &lt;/MARK&gt; single shots deodorated
at long distances or controlled bursts of fire at close quarters. When the model fired a Rapid Firearm, double the number of attacks made if its target was within half the range of weapons. Some attacks provoke mortal wounds - this is so powerful that no shields or forcefields can withstand their anger. Each death wounds
incur 1 point of damage to the target unit, and they are always used one at a time. Don't make wound rolls or austerity throws (including inevitable savings) against mortal wounds – just allocate them because you're going to attack others and inflict damage to models in the target unit. Unlike the damage inflicted by
ordinary attacks, excessive damage from death wounds does not disappear. On the other hand, continue to allocate damage to other models in the target unit until either all damage has been allocated or the target unit is destroyed. If the attack violates mortal wounds in addition to normal damage, resolve the usual
damage first. If an attack violates mortal wounds in addition to common damage, but common damage is later rescued, the target unit still suffers mortal wounds, as previously explained. If the ability to modify the damage inflicted by the weapon, and the weapon may inflict mortal wounds in addition to normal damage,
the modifier does not apply to any death wounds inflicted (unless the rule specifically states otherwise). When a model makes a close combat attack, it must do so using a melee weapon (i.e. a weapon that has a 'Melee' type). The model's weapon is equipped with described on her datasheet. If the model is not equipped
with any weapon melee, or if it cannot make an attack with any of the melee weapons it is equipped with, then the model makes its attack using a close combat weapon, which has the following profile:If the model has more than one melee weapon, choose which will be used before completing any attacks. If a model has
more than one melee weapon and can make some attacks, it can divide them between these weapons however you want - declaring which attack is being made with which weapons before any attack is resolved. If the selected weapon has more than one profile you must select, you must declare which profile is being
used at the same time. Different attacks made with such weapons can be made using different profiles if you wish. If your unit makes an attack with more than one gun melee against the unit, and it has a different characteristics profile, then after you have completed an attack with one of the weapons you must, if any
other weapon with the same characteristic profile is also used to make attacks against the unit, complete the attack before completing any attacks on the target with the weapons that have noticed that all the attacks you have declared constantly against the target unit although, when you come to complete an individual
attack, there is no model in the target unit remaining in the julat (this can happen because the model is destroyed and removed from the battlefield as a result of completing another attack made by the model unit that attacks first). Profiles using IMPERIUM keywords can be found in the following categories: Melee Marin
Angkasa.Imperium: Adepta Soritas, Adeptus Custodes, Adeptus Mechanicus, Astra Militarum, Blood Angels, Dark Angels, Death Corps Krieg, Deathwatch, Elysian Drop Troops, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights,
Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights , Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights, Grey Knights Imperial Knights, Investigations, Officio
Assassinorum, Penyangak Traders, Sisters of Silence, Space Marines, Space Wolves, Titan Legions.The IMPERIUM keyword is used in following datasheets:Hatred sees that Space Chaos Marin harbors for Kor Himself. Whenever you launch a 6+ roll hit for a model with this ability in the Struggle phase, it can, if it is
based on an IMPERIUM unit, immediately make additional attacks against the same unit using the same weapon. These additional attacks cannot generate any further attacks. Fallen keywords are used in following marin melee room data:All ADEPTUS ASTARTES, ASTARTES cynical and FALLEN models get this
ability. Rather than following the usual rules for Rapid Firearms, the model in this unit of rapid fire bolt shooting makes double the number of attacks if any of the following is used:The target model of shooting is within half the maximum range of the weapon. The shooting model is INFANTRY and every model in its unit
remains as stationery in your previous movement phase. Shooting models are TERMINATOR, BIKER, ABAD, DREADNOUGHT or HELBRUTE. For this purpose, rapid fire bolt weapon is any weapon with Rapid Fire type whose profile includes the word 'bolt' (e.g. boltgun, raifal bolt, noisy bolter, combi-bolter, taufan
bolter, boltgun inferno, and others). It is also used when shooting boltgun profiles of kombi weapons (including bolt weapon profiles relics such as The Song of Blood and The Wrath of the Lion) and when shooting relics that replace bolt rapid fire weapons, while the relics are also Proper Firearms (e.g. Primarch's Wrath
and Deimos Rage). The Gauntlets of Ultramar and Talon of Horus are also Rapid Fire bolt guns, as are the javelin guards used Deathwatch Watch Masters.The Heretic Astartes are corrupt superhumans with ten thousand years of burning hatred. Some may withstand their hateful attacks. If this unit makes a charge step,
is charged or performs Wira's Intervention, add 1 to the Model attack feature in this unit until the end of the turn. When it should be your army, you can nominate a model (except a model with the keyword FORTIFICATION) to be your Warlord. That model got the warlord keyword. If this model is character, you can also
assign Warlord Trait to it. Note, that more than one model in your military can have Warlord Trait (for example by using Stratagems), but they are only considered your warlord for the purpose of that nature. The number of CPs each player starts with for the battle to fly their troops depends on the size of the battle you
play. This is usually defined in the mission pack that is currently playing, but if one is not presented in the mission pack, use the following table. Note that the total Power Level is based on the combined power of all models used in combat (so the level of combined power both your military and your opponents). If you use
a game that uses points value, then the points limit is the maximum point limit per side. The player who commanded the target unit then made a virtue throw by winding up a D6 and modifying the rolls by the characteristics of the Armored Penetration (AP) weapon that the attack made with. For example, if the weapon
has an AP -1, then 1 is withdrawn from the roll of austerity throws. If the result is equal to, or greater than, the Save (Sv) feature of the attack model is allocated, then the austerity throw is successful and the sequence of attacks ends. If the result is less than the Save model feature, then the savings throw fails and the
model suffers damage. An unrecovated roll 1 always fails. Some models have inevitable savings. Whenever an attack is allocated to a model with inevitable storage, you can choose to use either its usual Savings (Sv) feature or its inevitable savings, but not both. If the model has more than one savings inevitable, it can
only use one of them - choose which will be used. If you use inevitable model storage, it has never been modified by the value of armor penetrating. When the model made the attack, made one roll hit for the attack by winding up a D6. If the result of a hit roll is equal or greater than the characteristics of The Ballistic
Skills Model attack (BS) (if an attack is being made with weapons revolving) or the Weapons Skills (WS) feature (if an attack is made with a melee weapon), then the attack scored a hit against the target unit. Otherwise, the attack fails and the sequence of attacks is over. If an attack was made with a weapon that had the
ability to say it 'automatically hit the target', no hit roll was made - the attack scored only one hit on the target unit. The uncrossed hit roll 6 always hit scores, and an uncrossed hit roll 1 always failed. Hit roll cannot be modified by more -1 or +1. This means that if, after all the cumulative modifies to the hit roll have been
calculated, the total modifier will be -2 or worse, it is converted into -1. Similarly, if, after all the cumulative modifies to the hit roll have been calculated, the total modifier will be +2 or or it is converted into +1. To take the Morale test, roll one D6 and add the number of models from the destroyed units of this turn. If the
result is equal or less than the Highest Leadership (Ld) feature in the unit, morale testing is approved and nothing else happens. Un modified Roll 1 also always produces an approved Morale test, regardless of the total yield. In any other case, morale testing fails, one model escapes the unit, and you must take the
Attrition Combat test for the remaining models in the unit. You determine which model from your unit escapes - the model is removed from play and counted as being destroyed, but it never triggers any rules used when the model is destroyed. Due to their compact size, pistols can also be used in melees to shoot at pointblank range. The model can make an attack with a Pistol even if its unit is within the Enemy Unit's Engagement Range, but it must target enemy units that are within the Engagement Range of its own units when it does so. In such circumstances, this model can target enemy units even though other friendly units are
within the Same Enemy unit's Engagement Range. When a model equipped with both a Pistol and another type of weapon revolves around (e.g. Pistols and Quick Firearms) shoots, it can shoot with a handgun or with another multiple weapon. Choose which it will fire (Pistols or non-Pistols) before selecting the target.
Some weapons have 'Explosions' listed in their profile abilities. This is referred to as an explosive weapon. In addition to the usual rules, the following rules apply to Explosive weapons:If explosive weapons target units that have between 6 and 10 models, it always makes at least 3 attacks. So, when determining how
many attacks were made with the weapon, dace dribbling the decision in less than 3 attacks made, made 3 attacks instead. For example, if a Grenade D6 weapon with Blast rules targets units that have 6 or more models, and you wind up 2 to determine how many attacks are made, the roll counts as 3 and the weapon
makes three attacks against the unit. When explosive weapons target units that have 11 or more models, do not roll the dice to randomly determine how many attacks are made - on the other hand, making the maximum possible number of attacks. For example, if a Grenade D6 weapon with Blast rules targets units that
have 11 or more models, the weapon makes six attacks against the unit. Explosive weapons cannot be used to make attacks against units that are within the Engagement Range of shooting model units, even weapons type Pistol or if the shooting model is a VEHICLE or MONSTER - shooting high explosives at pointblank range is just less intelligent. Grenades are hand-blast devices that throw heroes on enemies while their squad counterparts provide fire coverings. When the unit shoots, a model is the one that with a grenade in the unit can finish the attack with him instead of shooting any other weapons.
single/pairCHARACTER/other model If the datasheet unit has an FLY keyword, then when it makes Normal Steps, Advances or it Falls Back, its models can be moved across other models (and their bases) as if they weren't there, and they could be moved in the Engagement Range of enemy models. In addition, any
vertical distance up and/or down that they make as part of the move is ignored. However, this model cannot finish their move either above the other model (or its base) or in the Engagement Range of any enemy model. When the unit makes an Advance, roll advance for the unit by winding up a D6. Add the results in an
inch of Move (M) feature for each model in the unit until the end of the current phase. Each model in the unit can then move the distance within an inch equal to or less of this amount, but no model can be moved within the Engagement Range of enemy models. The unit cannot shoot or declare charges in the same turn
that it makes advances. When the unit Falls Back, each model in the unit can move the distance within the same inch as or less than the features of Move (M) shown on its datasheet, and when doing so you can move it in the Engagement Range of enemy models, but it cannot end its move in the Range Engagement
from any enemy model - if it cannot do this then it cannot Fall Back. One unit cannot declare the charges in the same turn that it Falls Back. The unit cannot shoot or attempt to show psychic power in the same turn that it Falls Back unless it is tITANIC. Through dark alliances and blasphemous rituals, the Chaos
champions weaken the fabric of reality, open the entrance to the war where daemonic allies can pour in to rent and tear down the enemies of the Dark Gods.Instead of moving in the phase of their Movement, any HURU-HARA CHARACTER can, at the end of the phase of their Movement, try to call units with this ability
by doing Daemonic Rituals (character cannot do so if they arrive as reinforcements of this turn, or if they themselves have been called If they do, first choose one of the four Gods of Chaos - KHORNE, TZEENTCH, NURGLE or SLAANESH. CHARACTERs owed objection to one of the Dark Gods can only try to call their
patron unit - for example, KHORNE's character can only try to call the KHORNE unit. Roll up to three D6s - this is the roll of calling you. You can call a unit with the ability of the Daemonic Ritual to the battlefield that has the same Power Rating or less than the total outcome as long as it has the same Lord Chaotic
keywords you chose at the beginning. The unit is considered a reinforcement for your military and can be placed anywhere on the battlefield completely in 12 characters and more than 9 of any enemy model. If the total roll mat is mat to call any unit, the ritual failed and no new units were summoned. If your summons roll
includes any doubles, your character then suffers 1 death wound. If it contains any triple, it instead suffers a d3 death wound. IMPERIUM keywords are used in following chaotic Space Marine data:FallEN keywords are used in following Chaotic Space Marine datasheets: Fire assault weapons are so quick or disorderly
that they can be shot from hips as dash warriors forward into combat. If the unit includes any model equipped with an Assault weapon, the unit is still eligible to shoot in your Shooting phase even if it has advanced this turn, but you can only finish the attack using an assault weapon when you select the unit to shoot with.
If the model fired an Assault weapon in the same turn where his unit had progressed, minus 1 of the hit rolls when completing the gun attack. a set/two set of the same PSYKER Unit cannot try to show Smite more than once during the same round of battles. When you select the PSYKER unit to show psychic power, you
choose a psychic power that units know and try to show it. With the exception of Smite, you can't try to show the same psychic power more than once in the same round of battles, even with different PSYKER units. To show psychic power, you must first pass a Psychic test. Opposing players can then choose one of their
PSYKER units within 24 PSYKER units trying to show power and try to deny that power before the effect is resolved by passing the Deny the Witch test. As long as the Psychic test is successful and the psychic power is undeniable by the successful Witch test pulse, the psychic power is successfully demonstrated and
its effect, which will be described in the power itself, then settled. If the PSYKER unit can try to show more than one psychic power in the Psychic phase, you can then try to show them, one at a time, as described above. The number of psychic powers per PSYKER unit can attempt to manifest in the Psychic phase listed
on its datasheet. When the PSYKER unit tries to deny psychic power, you must take a Deny Witch test for that unit with a 2D6 rolling. If the volume is greater than the Psychic test results, Deny the Witch test is passed and the psychic power is denied. Only one attempt can be made to deny psychic power. If the
PSYKER unit can try to deny more than one psychic force in the psychic phase, this will be listed on its datasheet. Smite has a war charge value of 5. Add 1 to the value of this psychic power war charge for each other's attempts was made to demonstrate this power by units from your military in this phase, whether the
attempt was successful or not. If indicated, the nearest enemy unit within 18 and can be seen by the psyker suffering from D3 death wounds. D3. The results of the Psychic test were 11 or more, the unit suffered D6 death wounds. Whenever an attack scored a hit against the target unit, making a wound roll for the attack
by winding up a D6 to see if the attack managed to injure the target. The required results are determined by comparing the characteristics of The Strength of the Invading Weapons (S) with the characteristics of the target Toughness (T), as indicated on the following table:If the result of the wound roll is less than the
required number, the attack fails and the sequence of attacks ends. The un modified wound roll 6 always managed to target wounds, and the unorthodous wound roll 1 always failed. Wound rolls cannot be modified by more than -1 or +1. This means that if, after all the cumulative modifies to the wound rolls have been
calculated, the number of modifications will be -2 or worse, it is converted into -1. Similarly, if, after all the cumulative modifies to the wound roll have been calculated, the amount of the modifier will be +2 or better, it is converted into +1. Some models have CHARACTER keywords. These models can create Heroic
Interventions in Charge Phase and not an easy target in Shooting Phase (see View Out, Sir, rules). If your Warlord has a CHARACTER keyword he may be able to have Warlord Trait (see Warlord Trait section on the model tribal page). Note that CHARACTERS cannot use their Aura Abilities while performing actions.
Helspear used in the following datasheet:Profiles using RAPTORS keywords are available in the following factions:Chaos: Chaotic Space Marines, Emperor's children, World Earmarks.RAPTORS keywords are used in following datasheets:RaptorsThe RAPTOR keywords are used in following Chaos Space Marine
datasheets:Gorechild is used in the following datasheets: Engagement Range represents the threat zone that models present to their enemies. Although the models are within 1 cloak and 5 vertical enemy models, those models are within the Engagement Range of each other. While two enemy models are within the
Engagement Range of each other, the model's units are also within the Engagement Range of each other. Models cannot be established within the Engagement Range of enemy models. The autocannone used in following the datasheets:Fallen heavy weaponry was among the biggest weapons on the battlefield, but
they needed a brace to extinguish the fire at full and unwavering effects to lead to bear in close quartets. When an INFANTRI model fired a heavy weapon, minus 1 from the hit roll when completing the gun attack if the shooting model unit had moved for any reason this turn (for example it made this turn Normal Move).
Baleflamer used Datasheet following: Once you select an eligible unit to declare charges with, you must select one or more enemy units in 12 of them as its target charges. The target charges do not need to be seen by the charging unit. You then make a roll your unit with 2D6 rolling. This is the maximum number of
inches per model in the charging unit can now be moved if they can make a charge move. To make the charge move, the unit charge rolls must be sufficient that it is capable of ending the move in solidarity and within the Engagement Range of each unit that is the target of its charges, without moving within the
Engagement Range of any enemy unit that is not the target of its charges. If this is possible, then successful charges and models in the unit make charge measures to meet the above requirements. If this is not impossible, the charges fail and no model in the charging unit moves this phase. When the unit does Heroes
Intervention, you can move each model in the unit up to 3 - this is a Hero Intervening step. Each model in the unit must end the Heroes intervention moving closer to the nearest enemy model. Remember that units must solve any type of move in solidarity. Magma cutters used in following datasheets: Some pieces of
terrain can give certain bonuses to units in your military. Each bonus and how to acquire it is described in the Terrain Characteristics section of the Core Rules. If the model has earned such a bonus (to save, Leadership or other characteristics), it is treated as receiving protection benefits. There are ways for some
models to ignore such bonuses while making an attack, but it should be known what kind of benefits are neglected (see Rare Rules for clarification). When the PSYKER unit suffered perils of the Warp, it suffered D3 death wounds. If the PSYKER unit is destroyed by the Perils of the Warp while trying to show psychic
power, the power automatically fails to manifest. If the PSYKER unit is destroyed by the Perils of the Warp, then before removing the final model in the unit, each unit in 6 of them immediately suffers a D3 death wound. When the PSYKER unit tries to show psychic power, you must take a Psychic test for the unit by
rolling 2D6. If the amount is equal to or greater than the value of the war charges of that power, the Psychic test is approved. If you launch a double of 1 or double 6 when taking a Psychic test, the unit immediately suffers from the Perils of the Warp. The fine hammer used in following the datasheets:Exalted
ChampionSorcerObsidius MallexFallenThe TRAITOR GUARDSMAN keywords are used in following the Chaos Space Marines datasheets:Soulburner pistol used in following datasheets:Chaos Hellwright on Dark AbeyantThe DARK MECHANICUS keywords used in following Chaos Space Marines datasheets:Chaos
Hellwright on Dark AbeyantThe unauthorized keywords are used in following Chaos Space Marines datasheets :SKULLTAKERS keywords used in following space chaos datasheets :BIKER keywords are used in following the Data Marin Melee Room:Sorcer on BikeHellblade used in the following datasheet:Autogun is
used in the following of AbyssAutopistol used in following datasheets:Chaos BeastmanTraitor GuardsmanHeavy stubber used in following the datasheets:Cultists of the AbyssShotgun used in following datasheets:Weapons of cruel attacks used in the following datasheet:Chaos BeastmanTraitor
GuardsmanINFANTRY/other modelThe CHAOS SPACE MARINES keywords are used in following chaos Space Marines datasheets:Black LegionnairesPlaguesword used in following the datasheets:Through dark alliances and blasphemous rituals, the Chaos champion can weaken the reality fabric to create the
entrance to the war. From this rent pour the Daemons of nature, ready to return and tear those standing against The Power of Rubble.Instead of moving in the phase of their Movement, any HURU-HARA CAN, at the end of their Movement phase, attempt to call the DAEMON unit with this ability by doing Daemonic
Rituals (the character cannot do so if they arrive as reinforcements of this turn, or if they themselves are summoned to this battlefield If they do so, first select one of the four Lords of Chaos - KHORNE, TENTCH, NURGLE CHARACTERs who owe loyalty to one of the Dark Gods can only try to call their patron unit - for
example, KHORNE's character can only try to call KHORNE DAEMONS. Roll up to 3 dace – this is the roll of calling you. You can call a new unit with the Daemonic Ritual capabilities to a battlefield that has the same Power Rating or less than the total yield as long as it has the same Messy God keywords you choose at
the beginning (in case a unit has a loyalty choice, such as the Furies, the unit when summoned will have this keyword). The unit is considered a reinforcement for your military and can be placed anywhere on the battlefield completely in 12 characters and more than 9 of any enemy model. If the number of mat rolls is not
enough to call any unit, the ritual fails and no new units are summoned. If your summons roll includes any doubles, your character then suffers death wounds. If it contains any triple, it instead suffers a d3 death wound. Units with more than one model must be established and completed any type of step as a group, with
all models in 2 cropped and 5 verticals of at least one other model from their unit. Although the unit has six or more models, all models must be within 2 cloaks and 5 vertically at least two other models of their unit. This is called unity. If the unit cannot end any kind of step in solidarity, the move cannot be made. Units are
mainly transferred in phases but they can also be transferred in the Charge phase and the Fight phase. Some rules allow you to add models to units during battles; such models must always be established in solidarity with the units they added. Sometimes there will be insufficient room to set up all of them models from
the unit, or it is not possible to establish all models so that they are in solidarity. When this happens, any model that cannot be established is considered to have been destroyed. OBSIDIUS MALLEX keywords are used in following chaotic Space Marine data:This capability does not affect unless your military includes
OBSIDIUS MALLEX. Otherwise, you cannot provide any units with this capability before you set up OBSIDIUS MALLEX. When you set up OBSIDIUS MALLEX during usage, all units with this capability are immediately established at the same time. When you set up OBSIDIUS MALLEX on the battlefield for the first time,
all units with this capability must be established in 6 of them (or they must all be established in the same TRANSPORT as him). If they can't be established, they count as destroyed.points per unitStubcarbine used in following the datasheets:Chainsword used in the following datasheets:Traitor Guardsman If the unit starts
its Movement phase starting in the TRANSPORTATION model, The unit can be disseminated in that phase as long as the model itself has not yet made the Normal Move, Advance or When the unit is disembarks, set it on the battlefield so that it is entirely within 3 modes of TRANSPORT and not within the Engagement
Range of any enemy model. The disseminated units can then act normally (moving, shooting, charging, fighting, etc.) in the remainder of the turn, but the models are counted as having moved that turn, even if they do not move further (i.e. they never count as having a Permanent Recruiter). THE DESTRUCTION Key is
used in following the Chaotic Space Marine data:Jump PACK keywords are used in following the Chaotic Space Marine datasheet:Bolter storms used in the following datasheets:Blastmaster is used in the following datasheets:If this unit makes a charge step, charged or performs Hero Intervening, adding 1 to the
characteristics of the model Attack in this unit until the end of the rotation. When the hemorrhoid unit comes in, you can move each model in the unit up to 3 - this is a piling step. Each model in the unit must end its pile move closer to the nearest enemy model. Models that already touch enemy models can't move, but still
count as bleeding. Remember that units must solve any type of move in solidarity. Certain rules allow units to fire fighting in enemy units before they can charge. If an enemy unit declares a charge targeting one or more units of your military that have such regulations, each of those units can fire overwatch before a charge
roll is made. One unit cannot extinguish the overwatch fire if there is any enemy unit within the Engagement Range. Overwatch is settled like a regular shooting attack (although one is settled in the Charges phase) and uses all common rules, except that an unmoded hit roll 6 is always required to roll a successful hit,
regardless of the shooting model Finesse or anything hit roll modifiers. In addition, if the model suppresses the Overwatch fire, it does so in the charging unit. Any regulation stating the unit should not be targeted unless it is the closest target (e.g. Look Out, sir) is unused when shooting Overwatch. The EXTERMINATION
key is used in following the Marin Melee Room data sheet:The plasma gun used in the following data sheet:FallenPlague MarinesRaptorsWarpflamer is used in following datasheets:TRAITOR COMMISSAR keywords are used in following melee room sheets marin data:Electro-goads used in the following
datasheets:Butcher cannons are used in the following datasheets:Hellforged DreadnoughtSulburner Contemptors are used in the following data sheets:Ectoplasma cannons used in the following data sheets :Hellforged Rapier BatteryThe DREADNOUGHT keywords are used in following the chaos of Space Marines
datasheets:Hellforged Leviathan DreadnoughtPredator autocannon used in the following datasheets:BIKERS keywords are used in following the Data Set Marin Space Melee:Sorcer on the keyword BikeThe RAPTORS used in following the datasheet Marin Space Melee: If the unit makes Normal Steps, Introduction or it
Falls Back, and each model in that unit ends up moving in 3 friendly TRANSPORT models they can start it. A unit cannot commence in the TRANSPORT model within the Enemy Model Engagement Julat, and it cannot commence if it has been disbanded from the TRANSPORT model in the same phase. Remove the unit
from the battlefield and place it to one side - it now begins in the model. The unit is usually unable to do anything or be involved in any way as it begins. It is specifically stated, the ability has no effect on the unit when it commences, and Stratagems cannot be used to effect the unit as it commences. For all regulatory
purposes, units that start in the TRANSPORT model that have made Normal, Advanced, Fall Back or Permanent Steps are also thought to have made the same move that was turned away. The keyword HELLFORGED DREADNOUGHT CONTEMPTOR is used in following the Marin Melee Room datasheets:Keywords
DECIMATOR HURU-HARA used in following the data sheet Marin Room Melee:Keywords LEVIATHAN DREADNOUGHT HELLFORGED used in following datasheets Marin Room Melee:Keywords HELLFORGED DEREDEO DREADNOUGHT used in following data Marin Room Melee:Keywords DROP POD used in
following the data set Marin Space-Mele :Hellforged Kharybdis Attack ClawAnnon used in following datasheets:Quad heavy bolter used in the following datasheet:Helstorm cannon used in following:Chaos Hell TalonTwin multi-melta used in the following datasheet:The demolisher gun is used in the following data none of
its models can be moved for the entire phase. Any unit of your army that is on the battlefield and not selected to move in the Move Unit The assumed phase of motion remains stationery that phase. Butcher cannon procedures used in following datasheets:GROUND RAIDER keywords used in following Chaos Space
Marine datasheets:Hellforged Land Raider ProteusSkullhurler used in following datasheets:Khorne's great cleaver used in following datasheets:Kytan RavagerThe CHAOS RHINO keywords are used in following the chaotic Space Marine Data description:Biker keywords are used in following the Chaos Space Marines
datasheets:Sorcerer on Bike When the unit makes Normal Moves , each model in the unit can move the distance in the same inch as or less of the Move (M) feature shown on its datasheet, but no model can be transferred within the Enemy model's Engagement Range. Quad-guns used in following datasheets: All
TRANSPORT models have transport capacity listed on their datasheets. This determines how many friendly models, and what type, can start in them. The transportation capacity of the model should not be exceeded. Units can begin fighting starting in TRANSPORT rather than being set up separately - declaring what
units are started in the TRANSPORTATION model before you set it up. Building keywords are used in following The Chaotic Space Marine data: Some abilities affect models or units within a certain range – these are aura abilities. Models with aura capabilities are always in various effects. The multiple effect, similarly
named non-cumulative aura abilities (that is, if the unit is within the same range of two models with the same aura capabilities, that the aura capacity only applies to units once). Datasheets collatedDark Hereticus DisciplineWord Bearers DetachmentsNight Lords DetachmentsAlpha Legion DetachmentsIron Warriors
DetachmentsEmperor's Children DetachmentsWorld Eat DetachmentsWord Bearers Stratage StratagemsAlpha Legion StratagemsIron Warriors StratagemsEmperor's Children StratagemsWorld Eat StratagemsWord Bearers Warlord TraitsNight Lords Warlord TraitsAlpha Legion Child Warlord Children TraitsIron
Warriors Warlord TraitsEmperor's Children Warlord TraitsWorld Eat Warlord TraitsBlack Legion DetachmentsRenegade Chapter DetachmentsSpecialist DetachmentsRenegade Chapter TraitsBlack Foot StratagemsRenegade Chapter StratagemsBlack Legion Warlord TraitsRenegade Chapter Warlord TraitsDaemonkin
Warlord TraitsCreations of Bile DetachmentsCreations of Bile Stratagems Stratagems Stratagems Stratagems
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